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WAGES Of Wain, killing him instantly. Directly- in front was the bed and on it wasthc wonian, also dead. Her feet wers
• ct: the floor, while her—head was rest-SIN tog on.the bed elding h cloer thes with her leftarm 
In he 'arm were three bullet
_ wounds, none of wh.ch appeared
much more than flesh wounds, butAGED BANKER AND ROUE OF right under the left arm pit was aWICKED NEW YORK fourth wound. The bullet had beenCITY. fired evidently after the woman had
sank back onto the bed, when shehad been shot in the arm, for it en-
tejed her body in a downward direc-
tion eind must have gone throughher heart.
Word of the tragedy was sent to
the coroner's office and as a result of
that oficiars invest Ration the iden-tity of the victims was established. In
addition to a valuable watch and oth-
er jewelry found •n Hampton's pock-
et there were papers which directed
• .1k
MURDERS PARAMUR AND
THEN TAKES OWN LIFE
MOTHER DARK TRAGEDY IS
ADDED '1 0 NEW YORK'S
LONG LIST.
'lows G. Hampton and Victoria
Tacskow Foutisi, Dead in
Room.
• New York, Oct. sg,—Losia
'Hampton assistant secretary of the
United States Trust Co. of this citv
shot and killed Victoria. I. Tacaloavi
a beautiful young woman, in the ti
te' Gr (Jou in West Ninth street lat
last night and then committed suscade
Hampton was infatthited with jlts_wo-
man and they had been seen etagithar
many times during the past month
Trey had been at the hotel where the
tragedy occurred since early yester
des. Whether or not the tragedy was
ti.c result of a pact hetweea Ow man
and woman to cte together has notb. en determined but the circum-
stances seem to show that the young
woman had agreed to die with her
tom panion.
Hampton. who *As about 6o years
c.ld, leaves a wife and two ch ldren.
Miss Taczkow was 29 years old aid
I'ved with her father and invalid mo-
ther. She was employed in a Fifth
'Avenue department store
Strong Company.
The United States Trust Company,
of which L. G. Hampton was assistant
secretary, is one of the largest and
mrongest trust companies in . New
York. Ex-Secretary Lyman J. Gage
was its president unt•I recently, ant
on his retirement Edward W. Sheldon
was elected president and Mr. Hamp-ton for some time acted as secretary
The events leading up to the trag-
edy have been traced by the police.
and according to them the last chap-
ter in what looks like as illicit ro-
mence opened on Thursday afternoon
last when Hampton called at the
Hotel Griffon, and engaged a room.
Ni said he would return later the;
night or the next morning.
"I expect to have my wife with
me," he said as he was about to leave
and than half hesitating he said
'Would you like me to register now?"
The maid replied that it would be
time enough to do this when he ar-
rived at the hotel to take the room.
Hampton then left and nothing
more was seen of him until Friday
merning when about 9 o'clock be en-
tered the hotel accompanied by a wo-
man and, going straight up to the
hotel (Ace, he registered as "Mr. and
Mrs. Sinclair, Burlington, Vt." The
woman who accompanied him was an
emusually handsome brunette. She
was fashionably dressed and carried
in her hand a small traveling bag.
Retke to Room.
The couple took breakfast and then
went to their room. The woman left
the hotel several times during the
day. but Hampton remained in his
room. Soon alter she returned from
one of these excursions early in the
evening a light dinner was sent tc
their room and a request was sent to
the clerk to call them at ti o'clock
last night
"We want to be called at It so
tharwe can catch a train," said Hemp
ten.
From that time until 10:30 nothing
nas heard or seen of the couple but
at that boor a maid was in the corndor outside the room whkh they oc-
cupied when she heard what she
tLought was an explosion in the
street She took no particular Ir.tiee of it at the time..
At five minutes to it she went to
the mom to call the couple, but whenher repeated raps at the doorbrought no response, she notified thehotel offife. The room was opened
with a pass key, and the mystery was
explained.
11•••••••
Ghastly Scene.
On the floor at the far end of the
room between a large mirror and adresser, lay tbe man stretched oat On
km beck. In his right hand was
clutched a rvolver, while his hat washeld tightly in the left hand. A shotfired Into his mouth bad entered his
•
SOWtll'S MILL. WillliNGS OF
LOST DRY KILN GREAT AUTHOR
FLAME HAD BEEN FANNED TO
LARGE SUE WHEN DISLCV-
BRED YESTERDAY.
received from many sources regard-ing the unsanitary condition of thepublic school building at EighthaandHarrison streets, and a number ofparents are considering taking their
children out of school, rather thanhave them undergo the chance of tak-ing ill as result of the condition or
affairs.
In the toilet department ofbuilding basement, puddles of •healthy water :rrot
the children are compelled to
these quarters. It seems the pipes are
not sufficiently large and as con-
sequence the closets overflow and
leave things in a condition that is a
menace to the health of the scholars
PLANT IS SERIOUSLY CRIP- MANY COMPLAINTS CONTINUE Rabbi Addresses Children. STRANGE BOY GRABBED
PLII;D AS KL1N WAS IMPOR- BEING MADE ABOUT SANI- Professor Payne of the high school CLOTHING OF FlIOAS
TAN f DEkAR1MENI. TARY CONDITION. has arranged with Rabbi Lovitch of
HAWKINS.Temple. lortal, for the latter to deliver an address Tuesday morning to
inquiry to the apartment house .n, 
he pupils of this department, this 
Unkown Mari Vho Had Remarked
Blaze at LaCenter Yes4rday Morn- Rabbi Lovitch Will Address the High 
i
West Twenty third street where he 
leeture 10 lac the opening exercise
. 
ing Destroyed the Hall and School Pupils Tuesday 
Morning About 'Suicide" Was Scared Om
had lived with his wife 
r
Merriweather Homes. at Their Opening Exercises, for the scholars for that day. 
Of His Wits Last Night.
IMPLRONATED
U. Si DETECTIVE
STRANGER DUPED HILDRIFraINTO BELIEVING HZ WAD
ARRESrED
Slighdy Indisposed.
At the United States Trot Co., it
was said today that Hampton was at
the offices of the company on Thurs-day attending to h s duties. On Fridday he telephoned that he was indis-
ps. red but would be at the office to-day. An officer of the company said
that Mr. Hampton's duties were sec-
rttarial only and that he had nothing
It, do with the company's finances.
It is believed, the officer said, that hisbooks were correctly kept.
Mr. Hampton had been employ.:1by the trust company for thirty-fiveyears and was a protege of formerPresieent John A. Stewart now chair-
man of the board of directors. He
was regarded at the office of the corn-pony as an able and efficient man and
of good habits.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGNER.
Colonel John K. Hendrick Still Tour-ing State in Interest of Candidacy
Hon. John K. Hendrick of this city
was in Covington Ky., yesterday in
continuing his trip over the state inthc Interest of his candidacy for thedemocratic nomination for attorney-general of Kentucky. He is meeting
with noth ng but encouragement and
welcome everywhere, and it is pre-dicted his majority over his oppon-
ent will be larger than that of any
ether state aspirant.
Colonel Hendrick will be out overthe state until the last of this week,
when he returns, as the election is
only one week from next Tuesday.
Profssor Payne and ProfessorShrieves returned last evening fromCirahamville where they spent theday attending the monthly literarygathering of the county school 'teach-
ets. The former delivered a gneral
educational address, while many. other
entertaining features prevailed duringthe assembly which was participatedin by an unusually large crowd ofteachers from the rural districts.
LOSS IS ABOUT $7,000
CUVEnEU bY INSURANCE
Another costly loss was sustained!
y,stvrday by lit at the Paducah Ve-
to er and Lumber Company.' (So s -
ell's Mill) plant in Mechanicsburg.
when there was reduced to ashes the
big illy house, together with its val-
u-ble contents the whole worth
at-out. Popo and fully covered by ma-
stance. Fortunately for the pro,-
trty of that vicin ty the "tin i was
thowing from the north ani carr'ed
the fire brands away from the .indls.
The blaze started insaie the dry
kiln, but in a manner unknown, as
no fire is kept around the 'Pudding.'
it was noticed at it o'clock and .m-
rt ediately the company's employes i.e
can playing many streams of water
from the mill's private fire fighting
'
hydrants, which they kept operating
moil the regular fire companies codld
arrive. The fireman quickly corn-'
rrenced fighting the flame, and sue-'
cieded in preventing a spread to oth-
er of the concern's buildings.
The kiln is a large frame building,
nicide which is plactil the long strips
of pbplar timber that is thoroughly
di ied and then shipped to outside fac-
tories to be cat and made into cigar
boxes. The drying is done by hot
air furnished through piping extend-ing OM to the engme rooms not
far away. Inside the structure is a
fan constantly revolving to keep in
circulation the hot air, and thereby
reach all the timber. This fan fanned
the flame into a large blaze before it
was discovered, with the result that
there was no chance of saving the
kiln and contents. It took the fire-
r-en until about 3 o'clock in the af-
ternoon to extinguish the last 5V11-
b la ace of flame.
The company sustained a loss some
weeks ago while about eighteen
months since a very heavy one oc-
curred. This plant has been exceed-ingly unfortunate as regards fires
which have cost the owners thous-
ands of dollars in the past few years.
. Destruction of the kiln seriouslyCOUPLE MARRIED, cripples the concern, as it was one of
the main departments of the concern.
It .will be re-built immediately. Theloss was total.
Miss Kaylor and Fred Abbott Unit-
ed Yesterday by Rev.
Perryman.
Yesterday afternoon at 4
 
o'clockMiss Daisy Kaylor of Illinois and
o of 416 Ohio
were united in marriage at the res.idence of Mrs. Iverlc 
.Beit stabbed in Bawdy HouseMr. Fred Abbott of Charleston, Mo.steet. The cermony was performedby Rev. J. L. Perryman of Bronson
avenue
PADUCAH ALUMNI ASSOCIA-
TION HOLDS MEETING
NEXT IrIUDAY.
PRESENCE OF EVERY
GRADUATE IS DESIRED
An unusually entertaining meeting
will be held next Friday afternoon by
the members of the Paducah Alumni
association at the auditorium of the
Washington sehool building on West
Broadway. This is the second gath-
ering given by the members this fall,
and dune the afternoon there willbe reported many pieces of a literary
nature, taken from the writings of
two of the greatest men of their age,
J. Whitcomb Riley and Eugene
Fields The meeting takes place at
4 o'clock and each member is en
titled to bring one outside friend
with them.
The association now numbers about
sixty of the public school graduates
of this city. but they are anxious to
get into the organization every per-
son who graduated from the educa-
tional institutions of thismnnicipality,
and looking towards this end they
extend a cordial invitation for every
person eligible to membership, no
matter how old or young, to be pres-
ent next Friday. The gatherings of
the association are the most interest-
ing assemblies ever held in the city,
as they bring together in close rela-
tionshIp. old friends who quit their
Khoo'. days years before, but whose
pathways have drifted from those of
others graduating at the same time,
and they have had no opportimity to
renew the close friendships prevailing
when they were children.
"the association members intend
giving their meetings once every
four weeks during the winter, and
have arranged that at their Novembe.-
gsthering the subject of "Art" will
be up for discussion They are now
Ilegetiadag with a widely known
lady connected with a promient art
gallery of Chicago, to be present at
this session and deliver a lecture,
which will be of deep interest.
There are many hundred graduates
in this city and it is the intention
o the present members to get all
tohrirnieaeigizambtiile ones to affiliate with the
Complaints Continue.
Daily complaints continue being
The couple left last evening forCharleston where they will maketheir home the groom being it
school professor of that city.
BOARD HAD RIGHT.
Case Against Arthur Jones Was Dis-
missed by Judge Puryear.
Yesterday morning Judge Puryear
of the police court dismissed the war-
rant charging Arthur Jones, the fishdealer of the market, with violating
the law by building a small framebox-like affair around his stand to keep
off the wind.
Chief Woods warranted Jones on
the ground that he had no right toibinld the frame inside the fire limitsbut the judge decided the board of
public works had entire charge of the
market, and dismissed Mr. Jones, who
got his permit from the board to put
up the frame.
The towboat Jim Duffy got in hat
evening from the Tennessee rivet,
bringing only five of her tow of six Mr. Payne of Pittsburg, Pa., hasbarges loaded with railroad ties. The returned home, having spent severaltow went aground on a shallow place days overhauling and repairing thenear Hurricane Mead, sou miles up automobile of_ Manager- C M. Buddtheviver,.and Otte Of tit- birrgelrirdit of The West Kentucky Coal Companyso high and dry it could not be paned The Paducahan purchased his -flyeroff, so it was left, while the Duty from the company, which sends itscame on out with the other five. Cap- representativesover the country to
Willie Watson, an tR-year-old boy
who resides at 124 Dements street,
was stabbed this morning shortly
before 2 o'clock during a fight in
the bawdy house of Daisy Allen on
Kentucky avenue between Ninth and
Tenth street. The officers have rist
ye' caught the young man whom
they suspect of having done the cut-
ting.
It seems that Watson and a crowd
o: young fellow were in the disor-
derly house on a "lark" when a dif-
ficulty arose between him and an-
other, with result that the antagonist
drew a long knife and sent the
sharp point into the back of Watson,
who fell weltering in his blood. The
fight caused a general scrimmage
for the door and most of the crowd
darted out.
The officers brought young Wat-
son down to the City Hall in the pa-
REPAIRED MACHINE.
Pittsburg Man Here Several Days
tam n James Till is in command
Working on the Budd Machine.
look after the maehines.
trol wagon, and then from there he
was sent to his home where the doc-
tors dressed hi:. injuries.
The physicians believe the wound
extends to 'the abdominal cavity, the
knife penetrating the back just over
the kidneys, and if It went to that
nepth the results may be serious.
The officers tried to learn about
the cutting, but it seems the inmates
of the house attempted to conceal the
identity of the young fellow who
wielded the knife: The authorities
have an idea who 44 it, and are
seeraiing for the •yriiing fellow at
presstime. He lilies up on North
Twelfth street. ti
This is the fisflt serious affair hap-
pening in one of +be houses for quite
11 *en Some months ago the offi-
cers began keeping the boys away
from those hell-holes, but it seems
they are flocking back in crowds.
ICE BARON'S JAIL
SENTENCE UPHELD
Toledo. Ohio, Oct. 27.—By unani-
mous decision the circuit court, with
Judges Haynes Parker and Sullivan
sitting, sustained Judge Reynolds R.
Kinkade in sentencing the Ice Trust
magnates to jail. The decision was
reached this afternoon, aftee a long
consideration of the ease.
In addition to upholding Judge
Kinkade and his action the court also
that the Valentine law was per-
f etly constitutional in every detail.
this
u,
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Mr. Payne ha- not m.ide any selec-
I lion for opening exercises to morrow.
Wednesday morning the regular mug-
cal program will be rendered by the
yolluni fellow 
g eull iobw
 nili tyrmweads tit me rceat husge e
 tugoa aclass. 
robbed early this morning by some
stranger who impersonated a liaisedStates detective.,
 Hildred lost $4..ns
as result of his rience.
Hildreth was trKentucky imam
near Ninth street When along camethe stranger, who informed Ifildrahhe Was under arrest. The rinknowa
claimed he was a detective for the
federal government, and starteddowntown with his victim. En rouse
down he told Hildreth it looked sus
picious for the latter to be out solate, and in this manner kept up his
game. Getting to the mouth of the
alley running from Sixth to Seventh
between Broadway and Kentucky
avenue, the "detective" pushed Hil-
dreth inside the dark passageway,
and quickly pulling his gun, cowered
the other. He compelled Hildreth So
fork all his money over, it amounting
to $4.50. Getting the coin, rhe
stranger then shoved the revohrer
under Hildreth's nose and told him
, to "Skidoo" and the victim surely
"a3erad,p"id 
flight.
hisfeet resmbling wings byhis
SHOVED GUN UNDER OTHER'S
NOSE Ah0 ROBBED 11111
County Literary.
Professor Payne and Professor
Shrieves returned yesterday afternoon
from Grahamville where they spent
the day attending the monthly liter-
ary meeting held by the teachers ot
the county public schools. There
were about thirty-five of the educa-
tors present present and a very profit
able assembly indulged in A general
educational address was delivered by
Professor Payne, who took the place
of President Cherry of the West Ken-
tucky State Normal college of Bowl-
ing Green. The latter was scheduled
' for a talk, but could not be present
0 WARDEN
DESIGNATED
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT SELECTED
DETECTIVE MORE YES-
TERDAY.
Number of Pieces of Property Trans-
ferred in Deeds Lodged With the
County Clerk.
tective T. J. Mi_ore was yester-
day selected by Judge Lightfoot as
game warden for this county, and im-
mediately entered upon his dutidi
which consist of having arrested and
prosecuting the people who violate
the game laws of this state. The laws
prevent game from being killed ex-
cept during stated periods, and if any-
one slays any outside those dates
heavy penalties are provided for in
the nature of fines. (The Kentucky
game laws are printed on lath page
of this issue.')
Property Transfers.
..Property lying on North Twelftil
street in the Harris addition to the
city has been sold by W. B. Walters
to Mrs. Sue L. Scott for $1,207.50, and
the deed filed for record yesterday
with the county clerk.
A. J. McKinney transferred to
Walker Stevens for $oso property on
the Mt Zion and Fisher Schoolhouse
road.
Property on Terrace avenue has
been sold by T. D. Fooks. to J. W.
Fooks for $54e.
Licensiod to Marry.
Licenses to wed wcre procured yes-
terday from the clerk by the follow-
ing parties; J. W. Lee, aged as and
Dora Grubbs, aged 21 of the city;
Fred Abbott, aged 22 of Charleston,
Mo., and Daisy Kaylor, aged 21 of
Hamlettsburg, Ill.; J. R. Vickers,
aged 53 and Mary A. Hostetter aged
43 of the city. Each of the latter
have been married twice before.
The colored couple getting a license
was Ishmael Inge, aged aa and Flor-
ence Leech, a.* 25, of the city.
Colonel Job E. Pones returned
yesterday from visiting in Bowling
Green, Ky., this week.
Attorney J. A. Allenswortb, of
pkinsitille. was here yesterday.
Mr Louis W. Henneberger left
ysterday for Mt. Vernon, Ill, te
spend Sunday with his wife and child
who are visiting there.
Mr. Cliff Miller left this morning
ft r Sf. Vincent to spend Sunday with
his sister. Miss Joie Miller who at-
tending school there. -
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. W. Meyers, of
New Albany, Ind., are visitim: their
iv*, Mr. Harry Meyers the jeweler.
I Grabbed Clothes aid Ras.Yesterday afternoon about a o'clockFinas S. Hawkins, of near Gilbc.rts-i
ville, went to the Union depot to
catch the 3 o'clock I. C passenger
train. Hawkins had a package of
clothing, and at the depot fell in com-
pany with sonic strange young fellow
who gave Hair/tins a drink out of hisbottle. The two then sat .ikown and
as the 2:30 o'clock outbourirltat C.
& St. L. train rolled brb the stranger
quickly jumped, up grabed Hawkins'
bundle 'of -clothing, and dashing ut,
caught the St L. tosia.
Hawkins' notified .Captain Frank
Harlan of the frisbee force and the
latter quickly telephoned to Sherri
Eley at Benton :to look out .for the
eabown thief. Shortly hereafter the
sheriff telephoned back that he met
the train and caught the lad jumping
off with the clothing. It is not known
who he is, but he will be brought bock
here for trial.
Would-Be Suicidist Changed His
Mind.
Last evening some strange white
man, lounging around the Union de
pot, remarked several times about
committing suicide, and his tone in-
dicated he meant it. He sared the
bystanders, who saw Officer Aaron
Hurley coming by and told him the
stranger was thretten'vg his own life
Always full of jokes, Patrolman Hur-
ley yelled that he was looking for
somebody to shoot, and for the others
to stand the stranger out and be
would sive the unknown the trouble
of taking his own life_ The police-
man playfully pulled his gum, and at
this the strangei go: so frightenei
that he darted lilt r-f 01.2 crow&
grabbed the officer around the neck,
and while hugging him dearly,
exclaimed "For God's sake ma%
don't shoot, I didn't Mean it." The
man then saw the joke and slunk ell
in the darkness. ' ' •
Luang) aldl hint De&
LeRoy Crutchfield, colofed, vrae ar-
rested yesterday morning by Officers
Clark and Ferguson who found him
hying drunk in the coal house of Mr.
James Bryant of Pighth mid Bachman
streets.
..•••••••=.0
Horse and Buggy Stolen.
G. B. Roach of Epperson, Ky., re-
ported to the police this morning be-
fore r o'clock that someone had
stolen his horse and buggy that he
left on the city scales lot on South
Second between Kentucky avenue and
Washington street last night, while
he was ou,t in town transacting some
business.
514.-.."- •
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1HE WEEK I N
SOCIIETY..
Hooper -Grimes.
Lloyd (Daddy) Grimes, traveling
engineer of the Tennessee division of
the Illinois Central railroad was
married Monday to Miss Sallie Hoop-
er, an attractive young woman of
Newbern, Tenn., at Newbern, at the
residence of the bride, the Rev. C.
Evans officiating. The wedding was
(mac of the events of the season in
Newbern. Mr. Grimes was formerly
a:a engineer on the Illinois Central,
.44 was at one tinse trainmaster. He
resigned and accepted the posit on of
traveling engineer on the Tennessee
d•vision, a position he has held with
much credit to himself for several
sears His bride is one of the most
pcpular and attractive young women
of Western Tennessee and comes of
g p;pm.nent family. Those in attend-
ance weed 13, J. Feeney, traveling
engineer of the toijsville division of
tk Illinois Central; En
gu-:eer Joe
Randall Paducah; James McNanta0;
supervisor of the road at Memphis;
Engineer Walter Shepherd. Fulton;
K M. Alford, C. Ellington, Fulton,
Trainmaster T. L. Dubbs. After
the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Grimes
htf for Chicago to spend their hon-
oyinoon, after which they will return
to Fulton to restdc.—Fulton (Ky)
Leader.
Surprised on Birthday.
When Mr. Robert Parrish, the
prominent lumber dealer, entered his
home in Arcadia Tuesday evening, he
fraud awaiting him a houseful of
friends who had congregated to sur-
prise him with an entertainment com-
plimentary to the thirty-eighth anni-
versary of his birthday. Mahe were
there and after enjoying the elegant
repast served for supper, the even-
was happily passed with a musi-
cal program.
Those there were- Messrs. Henry
Schmans, Will Schmairs, Emmet Mor-
ris, John Dismukes, Sydney Des-
seekes. Lather Carson, Sam Brown
and wife, Hillen Futrell and wife
Robert Willingham and wife, Clandt
Parrish and wife and Misses Lizzie
Haas and Tillie Lovelace
Corbett-Thompson.
The ultra-fashionable event of this
week will be the nuptials of Miss
Rabye Corbett and Mr. Charles W.
Trompson Wednesday evemag at 8:go
o'clock at the First Christian church.
All society is anxiously looking for-
ward to the charming cretin that will
unite two of the city's most prominent
young people, whose clove friendship
extends into all quarters where they
me held in the highest estimation.
The maid of honor for the occasion
will be Miss Faith Langstaff, and ma-
tron of honor, Mrs. Henry Rudy.
Miss Mary Belle Taylor of Frankfort.
Miss Pauline Purcell id Lexington,
Ky., and Misses Elizabeth Sinnotr and
Jeannette Campbell of this city form
the coterie of bridesmaids. Little
Misses Liicye Oberbey and Hannah
Corbett are the flower girls.
Mr. Horace W. Shinn attends the
room as best man, v.-hile the grooms-
men are Messrs. Louis Rieke, Jr, No-
lan W. VanCulin, Richard Rudy, Dr.
Jl .Q. Taylor and 'Dr. Charles R.
Lightfoot
Messrs. Arthur Y. Martin, Charles
Stkott, Wallace Weil and Douglas
Mash are the ushers.
Immediately following the miptias
OK couple will entertain with a re-
ception at the residence of the bride's
brother, Hon. Hal S. Corbett, of pa
North Eighth street, the hours being
from 9 until 12 o'clock. That night
the 'happy pair leave for their wed-
Anis tour through the East. from
whence they return in several weeks
and make their home at the residence
Corbett of 621 Nardi Sixth street.
id the brid's mother, Mrs. Rebecca
Hon. Jacob Corbett of Wickliffe
give the bride away, while Rev.
W. E Cave will perform the marriage
ceremony.
Among the out-of-lawn guests corn-
Mg for the wedding are Mrs. Emily
Marshall, of Missoula, Mont., an aunt
of the bride and wife of the late
hedge Charles Marshall. of Missouia;
and Mrs. Jacob Corbett, of Wick-
liffe; Mr. and Mts. William White, of
Wickliffe; Mr. and - Mrs. Philip
Samuels. of Clinton; Mis, Hallie
Richmond. of Clinton; Mrs. Arthur
Crary, of Chicago; Miss Pauline Poe-
cell, of Lexington; Mies Mary Belle
• Taylor, of Franfort.
Willett-Rayl Nuptials.
Miss Theresa Willett and. Mr
James Patrick Roy] were united in
usarriage at 8 o'clock Thursday morn-
ing at St. Frances do Sales by Rev.
Father Jansen. It was a quiet affair,
to one attending the couple, while
Miss Mary Reagan presided at the
o-gan. The couple went to Nashville
and Chattanooga immediately after
the ceremony; and returning this
week. will make their home with the
bride's parents, Mr. asd Mrs. A. J.
Willett of taco Broadway.
.A number of out-of-town friends
were present at the nuptials. Mr.
It
Mrs. Wesley 'N. Hopkins of St.
Louis; Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Elliou of
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. H. Rayl and
Mrs. J. S. Rayl of Guthrie, Ky.
41-1/-le ALIO
Entre Nous Members.
The Entre Noes club members
Tuesday morning met with Miss Lil-
1.e Mae Winstead of Seventh and
Washington streets and reorganized
for the series of winter parties to be
given.
The hostess was re-elected presi-
dent, which is the lone office, while
three new members were enrolled,
Misses Frances Wallace, Mary Scott
and Corinne Winstead. The first
meeting will be with Mrs. Henry
Rudy at her home on Kentucky ave-
nue.
The members are: Mrs. Henry
Rudy, Miss Lillie Mae Winstead Miss
Eahel Brooks Miss Frances Terrell
Miss. Nell Holland, Miss Marjorie
Bagby, Miss Sarah Sanders, Miss
scary Owen, Miss Blanche Hits.
Miss Fannie Coleman; Miss Rell
a
Coleman, Wts keita
Mary Scott Miss Frances Wallace,
Miss Corinne Winstead.
0...Ji.....• and the repast table was presided
Party for Visitor. over by Misses Ellen Boswell Ethel
Mrs. Lehi Wade Lewis of Wash- s,gbits, snthe smith, Mary Gregory,
ington near Sixth street will entertain Lucile Harth Mary Wheeler. Julia
at cards tomorrow afternoon at 2 Dabney, Lucyepe Soule and Mary B.
o'clock, complimentary to her guest, Jennings.
Miss Mary Beizendine of Russell- The guest list included many who
vile. Ky. spent a most enjoyable afternoon par-
taking of the unstinted hospitality of
Party for Little Fellows, this well known home.
From 4 until 6 o'clock Monday af- . *Assoc.,*
to: noon Master Edwin Slaughter en- Mariposa Club Dance.
tertainod his many little friends at The Midst dance of the series by
the residence on Tenth and ClaY the Mariposa Club was given Mon-
streets, of -his parents, Capt. and Mrs day evening at the Red Men's ball
John Slaughter. The affair was corn- ol North Fourth street, and many
plimentary to the ninth anniversary were there whiling away several
of the popular little fellow's birth happy hours.
and as a result he accorded his many Those on the floor were- Mr. and
little guests a happy afternoon they Mrs. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hill
will long remember, many games, mu- Misses Mary Boyle, Babb, Gertrude
sic and luncheon serving to combine Fsher, Anna Hill, Eudora Farley
for a charming pastime Mary Bauer Dorothy Miller, Lena
Itiis.s.
. i Purchase, Cora Dunlap, Rubye Dun-
Day Hunting Nuts. lap, Fannie Lanham, Elsie Elam, Ger-
Miss Mary Emma Bolds and her trude Roast. Anna Halpin, Mary Gea•
brother, Mr. Nelson Bolds of Six- Kan Ella Bright, Mabel Hughes, Or-
teenth and Clay streets, carried a tance Thurman. Maude Foster, Cla•
party of friends to the woods last ra IFtlichardson. Clara Goodman, Betty
Sunday, where the day was whiled Bane. Ann Nicholson; Messrs. Geo.
away hunting nuts and enjoying the Holliday, Russell Long,. Wolf Roc
int picnic dinner served. coe Pm-year, Ed Farley, Freak Theo-
Those going out were Misses Mabel bald, Smith. Lote Plunder. Dick liar-
Epperheimer. Emma Rawlings, Min- rk James Davis, Clarence Krug, Joe
nie and 'Nell Roark, Mary Emma Fishers Jack Fisher. Clarence House.
Bolds and little Miss Ethel Eyper- holder. John Farley. Marshall Coop
heimer, Carl Ford. Nelson Bond and er, Clifton Ferguson. Lonnie Val:
Master Cl fford Dunn. They were Curtis Seamen, . Charles Rottgering
chaperoned by' Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Arthur Willett, Hnry Ruoff. Mr. Mc-
Groomun and Mrs. Epperheimer. Gregor, Mr.. Berryman, Jim Luttrell
Well Known Here. 
!Dn 
Albert Hawkins.
ii_e_..s_s
11_10.4'.4.40
Mr. Harris Wearin of the Scud- Card Party For Sister.
e..-,- Gale-Vv'earin Grocery company,' A ve
ry pretty card party was that
who came here some time ago from vgien Friday a
fternoon le, :ors. C. C.
Paducah, Ky., will marry Miss Archie Warren of West 
Jefferson street. corn
Crenshaw of Charleston, Mo., on plimentary to 
her sister, Mrs. P A
Thursday of this week. The cere-i Martin of St. 
Paul Minn. The green
inany will take place at the home of 'ind pink colo
r scheme •t• floral dee-
. the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrslorations was
 formed i. . • the man:
James Crenshaw. who are prominent'ferns and p
ink carnation, n ed.
citizens of Charleston. Both young Mrs. C. L
. Van Meter captiireti the.
people stand high socially and their game trophy, an
d. presented it to
marriage will therefore be looked for-I the honored g
uest.. The consolation
ward to with much interest, here andl went to Mrs. 
William Marble.
in Charleston. and Paducah.--Cairo Following the card
s a course Inn-
Bulletin cl-con was ind
ulged in by the guests
who were: Mrs. C. H. Sherrill, Mrs.scss_s_s_.
Bettie Campbell, Mrs. Hal Corbett.
Souls-Coolidge Wedding.
. li
Announcement is made that during 
Mrs filton Cope, Mrs. Henry
next month there will be united
:Hughes. Mrs. Luke Russell, Mrs. 
.
11Vic-
marriage Miss Mildred Loving Soule 
tor Voris Mrs. Armour Gardner, 
Mrs. W. A. Berry, Mrs. Eli Bootie,
of this city and Mr. William R. Cool- Mrs. W. J. Hills. Mrs. John Little,
idge of Mlem-phis, Tenn. The date for
I The punch bowl in the 
dining room
complished of Paducah society girls
ii the dainty bride, who ie strikingly
attractive in many particulars, and
unusually prpular. She is a daughter
of Mrs. Leslie Soele of North Fifth
street • and granddaughter of the
late Mr. Nelson Soule, Paducah's
pioneer druggist auring life.
The groom is a prominent official
of the 'Frisco system of railroads
with headouarters in Memphis. He
is a native of Wisconsin, but the
Bluff City has b&n his home for
many years_
After their wedding trip the couple
go to Memphis to take lip their home.,
Delphic Club.
"The Moorish Occupancy of Spain
--Its Benefits" was the subject of an
entertaining paper presented by Mrs.
ner of Eighth and Jefferson sireets.
Islany of the ladies were there en-
joying the general social, which was
interspersed with a musical program
and luncheon. Mrs. Settle and Mrs.
Gilbert have been active and esteem-
ed members of • the body, and this
token of appreciation was accorded
them before their departure for la%
South to ires eke Mrs. Settk has
gone to Paragould, Ark. to live, while
Mrs. Gilbert shortle leaves for Dal-
las, Texa4 to join her son, Professor
Harry Gilbert and take up her home..
Reception For Debutante.
The beautiful home in Arcadia of
Mrs. Charles E. Jennings was the
scene of an extremely attractive re-
ception tendered yesterday afternoon The city board of supervisors have
to inany friends between 3 and 5 finished the business placed before
o'clock, complimentary to the hostess' them during the special session for
niece, Miss Mary Bondurant, one 
W
which they were called together dur-
ing the past 'eek. Their report of
recommendations will be handed in to
the council and aldermen next week
at meetings of these respectve boil-
was enhanced by the floral decora- ks.
ti•-ns that carried a link and green In the case of the Holcomb-Lobh
color scheme, Southern smilax and Tie Company this concern informed
pther similar effects prevailing, the supervisors that their propertiss
Mrs. Jennings and Miss Bondurant arc assessed at asother point, and
were assisted in receivng by Miss" proving this, the board ordered can-
Frances Wallace, Katherine Poweltleded the tax bill of $67.68 held
(Anne Winstead, Marie Wilcox, Ella against them for municipal taxes for
Wilhelm, Elizahagh Atkins, Mrs. Jos- Paducah.
eph F. Bondurant, hers. Edward L. The protest of John Van Culin was
Atkins. Mrs. .Armoue gardner, Mrs- ordered referred to C:ty Assessor
SOME REDUCED
OTHERS REFUSED
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS FIN-
ISHED BUSINESS BEFORE
THEM_
Where the Members Found
erty Owners Entitled to
This Wm Granted.
the season's charming debutantes.
The elegant home is one of the
most charmingly arrange:id amone
the suburbs and its natural beauty
. Mrs. George Exall, Mrs, C L. Van
the ceremony has not yet been Been. Meter, Mrs Will'am Marble, Mrs
One of the most heautifol and ae- Edwin Rivers i Mrs. IL E. Wells,
Mrs. Manic Cobb. Mrs. May Rieke,
Mrs. Henry Thompson, Mrs. Harry
1 Hinkle, Mrs. R. G. Terr
ell, Mrs. W.
B. Mills, Mrs. James Weille, Mrs.
Harry McElwee, Mrs. C. C. Grass
ham; Misses Oaribel Rieke, Carrie
Rieke Irene Furnish, Rela Coleman,
Fannie Coleman, Margaret Park,
Clara Park, Mildren Soule. Isucyette
Soule.
•
The guests were Miss Mary Belle
Taylor, of Frankfort; Miss Mary
Brizendine, of Russellville; Mrs.
Allen Askcraft, Mrs. D. M. Flournoy,
Mrs. Harris Rankin, Mrs. Hughes
McKnight, Mrs. James Compbell, Jr.;
Misses Margery Crumbaugh, Lula
Reed, Lithe Mac Winstead, Myrtle
Muscoe Burnett Tuesday morning
Greer, Frances Wallace. Ruth Well,
at
the Delphic Club meeting in the 
Mary Bosveell, Elizabeth Sinnott, Nell
library. Mrs. George Flournoy spoke
of the "Surrender of Granada" while
"The Cathedral of Granada" was the
topic presented by Mrs. Birdie Camp-
bell.
The club meets the coming Tues-
day in weekly seision at their regu-
lar place.
v
Farewell Event.
Mesdames Alelio Gilbert and 'Rich-
ard J. Settle were the honored guests
at the "open meeting" held Monday
afternoon by the Church Furnishing
Society of the First Christian aloe
the residence of Mrs. Bettie Buck-
San Souci Club.
Holland. May Owen, Ethel Brooks.
*_•_•_*_*
Anniversary of Wedding
Complimentary to the first anniver-
sary of their marriage, Mr. and Mrs.
R. S. Davis of 1211. Monroe street re-
ceived Thursday evening their many
ifends. Green and white color dec-
oiatione prevails(' end were vest
(Ciinnnued on Page Ten.)
Montreal, Canada, unionists are pre-
paring to erect the finest /ritoo tem-
ple in North America. It will cost
$700.000.
••••••••••
the Prop-
Relief,
Roisert Reeves, Mrs. James  Stovall Dick for investigat
ion, he
back, Mrs. Hughes McKnight claiming to have been erroneous
ly as.
sessed
The supervisors declined to reduce
the valuation placed upon A. G. Gil-
bert's property for city tax purposes,
the members deciding It was an equit-
able price.
M. F. Emery was granted a rider-
on of 11800 upon his property assess-
ments, it being found the valuation
placed was too high.
The prayer of James Bulger for re
lief was declined.
To the city assessor for investiga-
tion was referred the prayer for re-
lief desired by the John Orm estate
The Anheuser-Busch j3rswing Corn
pany was given a reduct sn of $600
epon sonic Boyd street property own-
ed by the association.
E. N. Bradley was gito a decrease
of $sso in his assessment-
GRIDIRON GR:LLS.
Some chances will lil sly Be made
in Yak's lineup this v...ek. Forbes
may be shifted from tacktIc to end.
Appollonio, Harvard's fallback, is in
the hospital He has apollinarius on
the knee.
Harvard and Pennlylrania already
have sullied goal lines. That seems
o be the brutal part of tle open game.
Coach Stagg starts th • season with
a big advantage. Ahni st everything
labcled "Chicago" is a winner this
year.
The rules enacted by the Western
colleges are eery gond to divert the
athletic-loviug 'mean, from that
-ecrion to Eastern colleges.
Hurry-up Yost has geared has speed
several notches lovlier The Wolver-
ines will have 7 go some to get in
shape for Penn
'The scrub. at the University ot
Wisconsin are called the Phi Beta
Kap,ms. The •ame may be an alias
for Cie Flynt:iris' club.
Many people who :lave seen the
new brand of football say it looks
somethins! like the brutal kind. YOU
can't expect old players to be entire-
ly new.
Pale football candidates say that the
_training _tables ste itst_agroaning so-
der the weight got7d things" since
the spirit of economy has set in.
Yale's men, with tie or two ex-
ceptions. are not sh .ving up well.
Considering that the report comes
from Yale, it is safe • • assume that
the exceptions are m• a who haven't
a chance in the mill I to make the
team.
There is a decided division of opin-
ion among football men as-to the suc-
cess of the new code of rules in prac-
tical work, it seems to be the con-
sensus of opinion that more .changes
will be necessary before the rules are
what they should be.
"More speed" is now the slogan
of football coaches, instead of "more
beef," as heretofore. The leaders are
learning that under the new rules,
weight is far from being everything.
This is the first season Coo the light
Men have been in real demand
Forgetful Saurian.
A colored preacher took some can-
didates for immersion down to a
river in Louisiana. Seeing some alli-
gators in the stream one of them
objected.
"Why, brother," urged the pastor,
"can't you trust the Lord? He took
care of Jonah, didn't he?"
"Y-a-a-s," admitted the darkey, ''but
a whale's different. A whale's got a
memory, but ef one o' dem 'gators
wus ter swaller dis nigger, he'd jes'
go ter sleep_dar in de sun an' fergit
all 'bout me."—Woman's Home Corn.
panion.
A record number of Essex plowmen
assembled at Witham for a plowing
competition organized under the coun-
ty council scheme. There were no en-
tries in the boys' classes, and the
Hon. H. C. Strutt, chairman of the
committee, said the absence of, young
plowmen marked a new phase in ,
agricultural life and meant tiro .1-e
plowman would soon become extinct.
—London Daily mat
Tailor Made Suits
and Coats
Stylishly Made
and Reasonably Priced
IN THE MOST APPROVED STYLES. WE USE ONLY GOOD
MATERIAL, WORKMANSII1P IS OF 'HE BES AND OUR
GARMENTS ARE MADE TO 1 IT AND GIVE SATISFACTION.
SUITS Sta.00 TO $40-00
COATS $5.00 7 0 ifichoo
CHILDREN'S COATS t- -s.t TO 
Q-(1
Spirited Selling
OF DRESS GOODS
The Dress Goods season is now at its height. We eredicted that it
would be a great Dress Goods year and the mcreased,volume oi
business in this department verifies our prediction. %Ye have an ab
solutely beautiful collection of fine foreign and domestic fabrics WI
all the fashionable weavesa colors and novelties. These at priced law
in every instance.
Dress Goods for Children's Wear
38 tech Plaids at 
38 inch Fancies at 
Hosiery and Underwear
Protect your Children's feet with, good hosiery and save doctor's
bills We are the leading Hosiery house and sell all the reliable
kinds. vs-
Ladies' Black Fleeted Hose Ladies' Ribbed Vests and
at 150 Pants at
Boys' Extra Heavy Hose Children's Ribbed Vallel
at...   150 and Pants at .  115#
Girls' Block Ribbed Hose Children's Union Suits
at  150 at . . .
Men's Fast Black Socks Boys' Fleeced Vests and
at . 150 Pants at .
26#
Int
MRS. CLARK WILL SHOW YOU SOME VERY EJCLU
SIVE
STYLES IN FASHIONABLE MILLINERY
Our Rug Supremacy
Is acknowlengd by conservative shoppers who are familiar with val-
ues and qualities. Rugs for all purposes.
L. B. Ogilvie Co.
IMO II 
Agents for Butterick Patterns
ammionammomumassurimium
Watc
m&N watct .
Diamonds 
(WARRANTED JEWELRY OF ALL DESCRIPTII
IN STOCK.
EDISON AND VICTOR PEONTORAPHS AND A '
AL SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY. IT WILL PAY YOU TO C/11,
AND SEE OUR STOCK
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
111_ • 
 
417 Broad.-
.4y.
• 101111.1111111111.11111 ASV
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WHERE DID YOU BUV
YOUR "PIANO?
•
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,hey MakeT
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W. T. Miller
Selected This
He and HisProthe Have a Large New Stock
518 BROADWAY
A P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
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COW SASES GIVEN Suit Over Wisdom [state I think rinCeisitti7ievheo have been
d CH wit or inc touris
CHARLES OSBORNE WARRANT
WENT OVER UNTIL THIS LITIGATION WAS DISMISSED YETERDAY IN THE CIRCUI
T
WEEK. COURT AT INSTANCE OF THE PLAINTIFF, GEORGE C.
WALLACE, EXECUTOR OF THE WILL, AND SON-IN-LAW OF
THE DECEASED—ANSWER FILED BY DEFENDANT IN 
SUIT
WHERE JOHN W. HOLMES SUES SOUTHERN PEANU
T
COMPANY FOR DAMAGES 0 N ACCOUNT OF PEANUT 
DUST
FLYING OVER PLAINTIFF'S HOME, ACROSS THE 
STREET.
PERMISSION GIVEN TO RETAKE DEPOSITION IN 
HEAD
VS. HODGE ACTION.
Will Hays and Lennie Vance, Color-
ed, Given Continuances of Charge
of Letting Boys Play Pool.
A continuance was grantedCharles
Osborne in the police court yester-
Way morning of the breach of or- The big suit of,, George C. Wallace,
Airiance charge against him. He ..s aexecutor, against Belle Bronston,
a -4 used of permitting his cow to run Belle Cave and others, was dismissed
to,on the street. • yesterday in the circuit court at pla
in-
Weil loos and Lennis Vance, col-
ored, were given continuances until
tomorrow of the warrant charging
ti.e.rn with permitting boys under age
to enter ther pool room on lower
Court street and play pool. It was
at their establishment several nights
ago that Jim Harrison assaulted
Clus. Will'ams, both colored, with a
'Anon spoke.
tiff's cost.
The action was brought to settle
the estate of the late B. H. Wisdom,
during life this city's wealthiest busi-
ness man. His son-in-law George C.
Wallace was one of the estate's ex-
ecutors and instituted the litigation
against heirs for settlement of the
tier, but it is now taken out of
Tort.
Joe Hughes was given a contime ' There was submitted yest
erday to
ance of the warrant charging him the court for decision, the 
suit of .1-
v itt. permitting his cow to ramble H. Herndon and c
ompany, against
arcend on the publ c thoroughfares. Lane.
Jolla Humphreys was fined gi and
costs for being drunk. New Trial 
Asked.
The defendant filed a motion for a
In the Vaudeville, new trial of the suit 
of W W. Spence
,"Ky combliments to you, Owl% against Charles 
E. Gridley, wherein
end where iss dot 'wort wenting mit plaintiff got judgment for $sso 
dam-
you?" 1 ages against defendant 
because Grid-
"It iss on de way to invasion Cub,. Icy claimed Spence had 
sworn to a lie
We must haf peace efen ad der cost it, a former suit 
against Grid-
ley. The court has not yet passed on
the application for the second hearing
of war " 
•
"What iss your rank. blesser'
"I am a Camembert on der chen-
, al st:iff "
"Why, you are der whole chees, al
most. I viii ask you to make me a
v -sfor yet"
"Spik id."
"When you are py der Newport
News stop in, blease, und get me a
subscriptural for sigs months."
"Sure Und when I get across don't
forget me to wrote a letter. ef yon
don't vant to Havana trouble mit
"Where you trill be stopping?'
"You must direction ad in care of
der Palma house, ha, ha, ha! Hal
you any worts for Segretary Taftr
"Oh, iss he on der scenery? Well,
he needs a strong man like you to
subbort him."
''Segretary Taft iss a fine, fat man
told a diplomatical."
"Do you dink der Cubebs will re-
sistance himr
"No, they hat for him too much
admitatione.
"Und he maybe for them hasa a ,
army rations, ha, ha. ha? Viii you
get there when you arrifer
-Doubtlessly. Then I viii ad vonce
'offender of Gen Karazu demand-
inf."
"His chob in der cigar factory "
"He-he-be. I am ashamt to recta
such a foolish noise Ef you are a
soldier, ask me diss—Why is der dif-
ference between a faker ad a country
fair und a artery of batiUery?"
"I don't know, but I won't tell."
"Why, von works der shells und der
odder shells der works."
"El der exchester vill a silence
make we vill recitation dot poetical
'Saba Shan't Renig Tonight "---Pittg-
burgh Press.
Photo Gallery for Boozers.
Fond Du Lac, Wis., Oct. 22.—In
the future when the befuddled and
booze-befogged rounder with the
bleary eye and the cauliflower nose
careens into a gin shop in Fond Du
Lac, be will meet the arctic welcome.
Pot in Fond Da Lac the perpetual
jag hunter is very much to the ki-
bosh
it all happened when the genial
proprietors of the seventy-odd rum
emporiums of the city became fright-
ened at a law that demands that no
constant tippler shall be permitted
to trifle with the cup that cheers.
It was the fertile brain of Alder-
mon H. W. Bruett that devised the
easy reference picture gallery for
down-and-out booze fighters.
The alderman conducts a saloon
and it is presumed that while contem-
plating a long line of notices warning
him not to sell to various frequenters
of buffets, he fell to wondering bow
he would ever recognize the tabooed
drinkers by the name that decorated
his walls. The photograph idea im-
pressed him as a good one and at the
vary next meeting of the council he
introduced a resolution whereby the
Ohief of police is authorised to dis-
tribute photographs of habitual drunk-
ards along with notice to saloonkeep-
ers that are on the blacklist.
The New Football Rules.
"Now do these new football rules
compare with the old ones?"
"Well, last season at this time my
'boy had a stiff nec4r, a bruised head
-and a twisted ankle. This year he
'has a sprained wrist, a broken rib
land a lot of wrenched tendons. I
*mess the rules are about the same."
—Cleveland Plain Dealer,
An Australian flower of the hibiscus
species is often used as blacking, the
juice from four blossoms being
enough to coat- a shoe with a fine lus-
.Ire.
educated at any large public school
, will readily call to mind numerous
!instances of boys who were always
winning prizes yet have not done any-
thing worth mentioning in after life.
And I am confident that upon inves-
ligating the early years of those.
who led a streuous and remarkably
successful career it will be found that
the majority were rather lazy than
not before they entered upon the act-
ual battle of life. Mr. Chamberlain's
schuul days seem to have been *Lol-
ly undistinguished...
Oliver Goldsmith was looked upon
by his schoolmaster as a dunce. That
may possibly have been the fault of
the latter. I fancy there is some-
thing specially narrowing to the mind
side which it gets by sifting through 
in a scholastic career, just as there
is in a doctor's. That, at least, is my
the cracks around the doors and win- individual experience. Gladstone nev-
'lows, which do not keep the dust out, er took a prize at school, if I remem-
despite the fact they are kept closed ber aright, though he subsequently
ail the enuc. il&MU5i5 damages, gained a double-first at Oxford.
and also desires that the company be Those late high priests of science or
prohibited f-om letting its dust fly philosophy, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall,
Herbert Spencer, did not particularly
shine in their younger days.
Other Suits. We find plenty of evidence that
An answer was filed in the action people who in the first stage of their
where Jessie Knight sues the Paducah career make prolonged and exhaust-
Box and Basket factory for damages ire demands on their stores of nerve
on account of injuries receive.. while force rarely attain length of days.
working at the plant. Whether those demands have been
Permission to retake the deposition made merely in the pursuit of wealth
01 Orlando Baker was granted in the or for some noble object does not
suit of Mrs. Pink Head against matter The result is the same. Thus
Cheatham Hodge. In this action Mrs. Napoleon considered about four hours
Head sues Hodge for $25.000 darn- in bed "a good night's rest." He
ages on the ground that Hodge as- joined the majority at et. Dickens
sassinated her husband near Clinton, passed over at sli;, his great rival,
Ky. At the first trial of this suit Mrs. Thackeray, at es Byk,on achieved his
Head got judgment for $15,000, but a uuique reputation in the short corn-
new hearing was granted, and this pass of 36 years, Mozart in 35, Schil-
comes up at the present term of court. 
Tomorrow's Docket.
The litigation set for trial tomor-
row is as follows E B. Woodward
Vs. S. J Gillington; Minnie Burradell
Divorces. vs. Paducah Traction company; J. S
Samuel Payne was granted a di- Jackson. Sr. vs. Tobias 
Stegar
vorce from Alice Payne I Woodward some 
months ago was
Clata M. Rudolph was given a down in the county 
taking orders for ,
divorce from S M Rudolph, and re- enlarged pictures, and 
got one from
stored to her maiden name of Clete Billington. Woodward 
went to de-
Ragsdale. liver the picture one day a
nd Billing-
E. C. Mohundro filed an answer ton was not at home 
Billington af-
showing he owed defendant $25 in .the terwards had Woodward charged 
with
suit of Sheltie Mohundro sIllonsi stealing s
ome money from the house
William Mohondro I when the picture man 
went there dur-
--- 
ing absence of Billington. Woodward
Peanut Suit. I came clear and n
ow sues Billington
An answer was filed by defendant
in the suit of John W. Holmes against
the Southern Peanut company. Plain-
tiff is chief engineer of the water
company's plant on South First street
near Washington, and his home is
d.rectly across. street from the pea-
nut factory. Holmes sues for several
thousand dollars damages on the
ground that the peanut company
throws dust and trash out into the
street from the factory, and this dust
comes over to defendants home, in -
Beit 
around.
for false prosecution and alleged
slander
Minnie Burradell got hurt upon the
street cars and sties for damages.
J S Jackson sues Tobias Steger
for about $L600 for borrowed money.
and money also claimed due upon ac-
count for iron furnished
This would be a very comfortable
world, in spite of relatives, if nobody
ever gave anybody advice —New York
Press.
ler in 45. The late
53. Cer'l Rhode.
Chronicle.
Alfred
at
Racket Store
YOU KNOW HOW
PLAID SILKS ARE
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
FINE LINE OF THESE POPU-
LAR GOODS IN A GREAT
RANGE OF COLORS
WE HAVE DARK PLAIDS IN
ALL SORTS OF PRETTY COM-
BINATIONS.
WE HAVE GREY PLAIDS IN
A GOOD RANGE OF STYLES
WE HAVE LIGHT PLAIDS
THAT ARE PERFECT BEAU-
TIES.
THE PRICES ARE 96c AND $t
A YARD
CAN'T WE SHOW YOU THESE
PLAIDS)
SCARCE
11110E9
I A Great Difference
You instantly notice a great difference when you put on
a pair of "Dorothy Dodd" Shoes. May we not have the plea-
sure of proving this. An inspection of the "Dorothy Dodd"
assortment will reveal to you entirely new possibilities in
the footwear line.
"Dorothy Dodd" Shoes cost $4, $3.50 and $3---no more
,than you pay for ordinary, characterless shoes yet where -
tot in the "Dorothy Dodd" line can you secure so many fash-
ionable styles, so wide a variety of shapes and so varied a
selection of leathers?
A. Send us your repairing.
Phone 675
Lendler
& Lydon
307 Broadway.
IT WA,
IMICOVeillf11
7714. A. AIMS
NE V ill &ANN
EQIIA LAZO
MON me PITTSBURG CCAL CO. TELEPHONr, $
- orrice 124 BROADWAY PADUCAH. mo
acts that con not
died
London
b 
e Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it. -
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfactior
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
r MSINI
PI7 7 SBURO COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3. 
Jas. J. O'Donnell, _
"Savint Money
Its a frilabfit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
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Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You. 4110 Mechanic's and Farmers
. Savings Banks
227 Broadway
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-license Proldbftloa Candidate
IOC Congress..
4
Tbe way to Ian an
evil Is is shoot It to
608th with your vote.
The way to perpetu
ate an eying to mu
tate, restrict and pro-
tat tt wtth rove vote.
1, YOU WAN? TEE ?RAMO DESTROYED
I WAX? YOUR VOTE
THE thULibR
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER REWSPAPER CO.
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The Water Company• and thea.CB114
Since writing the irtiei,e that ap-
peared in these edhlitithSfiiit 'Priffais in
reference to the 6iinliyclrittit encItTant
with the Paducah' Veartg: ,-otriliny, in
winds we referred to the appraise-
ment of the wifee;pPain ten 'or twelve
years ago and said tharhvo of the
appraisers had added Swope* to .he
value of the 'toniParirsSOMPe'rty Ors
the value of the -frank-Moe,' he mayor
of the city states that thf two ap-
praisers put a valuetinin Of about Slots
coo on the franchise. • Mayor Yeiser
•glated that sleben Alt read The Regis-
ter's article Friday that he looked up
the' records showing the report al the
appraisers, and the matter may he ot
interest at this time: As we under-
stud it the -water' eempaey selected
one expert and the city selected our
expert: Those two gentlemen selected
the third apgraiser. In the franchise
of the Paducah Water company is tins
clause, towit: "The three experts -shall
thee proceed to determine the fair
value of the works, but the franchise'
granted by the city shall not be taken
into consideration in valuation." '•
The three experts practically agreed
that the fah valuation of the plant
was, in round figures, $141,000; The
expert selected by the company took
a strong stand for adding a value for
the franchise; The city's expert vigor-
ously opposed it, as being contrary
to the terms as laid down in the ft-an-
chase---the third man wavered end
late one night he agreed to sign the
report drawn by the water company's
representative fixing". the . 11sahie at
•Ster5.000. Mr. Harrington,' the city's
representative, made a minority report
fixing the value of the plant at $141,-
Imo. The city refused to give $395,ocio
for the plant, and the water company
refused to accept $14y,000 for the
plant Mayor Yeiser 'urged the coun-
cil to go into court, and compel the
company to deliver the property at•
Me valuation fixed under the terms
of the contract, but that body refused
ab so Thegamistake made by .the
mayor was in not talciOg ttS ,matter
up himself anti rig' hting.it out; If he
had done so, no doubt the courts
would have sustained .Vr. Harring-
ton's valuation.
The Register has no. desire to in-
jure the wster 'company, but .it does
believe that bath parties to a con-
tract should live up. to itd.and where
one party %ilia), -ignores the rights
of-the other party, and arbitrarily de-
-mends that yes viand by your part,
but we will not -stand 'by our oblige-,
tiritins, then we believe in taking step*
for the city to assert its rights in the
premises. And with those convictions
in mind we know of no reason why-
the Paducah Water company should
no: abide 'by • its trauchise, even
'thoughit As osvned isteisiy .. by men
with whom we are tiante friendly in a
personal way. 1.4.,i,g mu pleasure to
oppose our friends and especially for
An unappreciative emblic, but we be-
lieve in a square dead and the city has
not always received it at the hands of
:lac water company. flitel the com-
pany lived up to its franchise ten or
twelve years ago, it would' hare sold
I. plant to the city Sor tototten, but
it stood pat for $29501100. The city
has performed its part of the con-
tract to the letter. instatting fire hy-
drant's on :every block to which the
Z esa has been exterider!. and payinge rate stipulated with ,Ine regular-
ity.
Auother thing about the franchise
is this: The company was obligated
to furnish clear filtered Ohio river
water, but for nearly _twenty years it
refueed to discharge that obligation
Awed Jurnisbed the peorfie ankh muddy
mid unfiltered water, and at Prices
that it agreed to furnish pure filtered
ElPhio river water. As a frItering plant
its about $roo,000, if the water com-
pany had installed one twenty years
anro the interest on the money would
Save been $5,000 a year or Poo,000 in
*oft years. This sum of Stoo,000
the water company saved at the ex-
4.-nse 14 the people of Paducah, and
lo cdend that it is time Lot- the
s of Paducah to assert their
the aniatnises.
cntimena for the city owning
plant is strong in Paducah,
wing thie fact the company
endeavors to forestall the city ever
installinglits own plant by seeking
to have tbe people vote an eighteen
year contract 'or fire hydranbs, know-
ing kW well that. if the people are so
foolisit'tia do so, that if ever the city
owns a plant it must buy the one the
company now owns, and by reason
of the company holding a contract
for the fire hydrants for eighteen
years longer, it will be in a position
to demand its own price. It may be
argued that the franchise fixes the
terms, but the records at the city hall
show that the company has but little
regard for what the franchise may say
on the subject. If the company was
disposed to deal fairly with the city,
why did it not come out and say that
in two years from now the city has
the option to buy the plant, and
therefore, we are willing to make a
contract for that length of time, and
not ask for eighteen years. There
is no danger of any one else getting
the contract away from the company,
and both the city and the company'
would get a square deal on such a
transaction as the one suggested, and
that is what .both sides should be
looking for. As the company is
permanently established, it can
afford to take a two year contract
just as well as an eighteen ytair con-
tract, but no, the object of the eigh-
teen year contract is to place the city
at dialAvantage and bins] it up so
that it vidukt be sheer folly for it to
Install its 'own Plant. At Owensboro,
Kentucky, and Mobile, Alafutena, the
city and the owners of the water,
works could not agree on prices for Whose Skid!?
Just where the Payne-Ross-MOort
farms corner on what is known at
the "Cromwell" road, leading from
Greendale to the Leestown pike, a
human skull in perfect preservation
was picked up in the grove .of that
particular place and is now in Abe
possession of one of the nearby neigh-
bors. says the Lexington Herald.
Whose skull is this? No dark trag
edy was ever here perpetrated. It is
the abode of peaceful formers, of
fruit growers of gentle thought,, and
those whose placid lives Neve nearly
reached four-score years and ten. Per-
ish the thought of murder by them!
of untold crime and murti.e:. ;Vol. , It
is not the place for the • .sag away
of a human skull, for -.oil a thiug ;s
never wantonly dtsccrated. Whose
skull is this that, unsepAchred.'sete
tongues a-wagging and minds estbinle-
ing)
Tales of McKinler.
Senator Esiward Wolono • a
more genial view of William McKin-
ley than is expressed by John S. Wise
in his recent book, notwithstanding
the somber disappointment in his
tone. "I go to the White House,"
said he to a friend in the senate, "for
some of the luscious fruit of patron-
age hanging on its inner walls. Tab
gracious gardener receives me ets
sweetly that I go away satiated with
the rich odor of the things I seek,
and it is only when I see you and
other friends of the administration
that I realize—so sadly—that the
fruit itself is hanging there still."
Where Wise is harsh, Thomas B.
Reed was sardonic when he spoke of
the president, whom he always called
"Willyurro"
"I do not see how so sensible a
man as Admiral Dewey could have
said that he would consent to be pres-
ident because the 'job was easy,'"
said the man in the club.
"Oh, think I know," responded
Reed. When George started for
home from Manila he thought that he
might get a huge medal, for that's
the way the great republic ,rewards
its heroes. But when he landed in
New York 75.000.o00 people met him
on the wharf and said: 'George,
you've got so be our president:' No,'
said George. ` I'm a simple sailor and
stick to -my trade.' 2tit lie went
down to Washington, and after he'd
looked over Will-yum, he telegraphed
back, I can do that,' —Harper's
Weekly
The Duchess of Northumberland
has a suburban garden at Syprm
house, Brentfor, famous for it !aka
standard rose trees and German car-
nations
Maj. Herbert J. Sleasum of the Sec-
ond cavalry, a whew of "Mrs. Rus-
sell Sage, will soon tender his resig-
nation from the army to take no the
active management of the Sage eatine,
of which the father of Maj., SloCuut I.
executor.
•
WORle OF
THE SYORTS
"PADUCAH OLD SOX" CAPTUR-
ED GAME FROM THE WEST-
ERNS YESTERDAY.
I NE SAME PLAYLD
YES1ERDAY BY BOYS
MR. JOSEPH RIGLESBERGER
CAPTURED PRIZES FOR
CHICKEN EXHIBITS.
Paducah High School Team Plays
Two Games With "R. L. C.'s" and
One With Metropolis Lads.
A fine game of football was played
yesterday afternoon at the baseball
gicunds in Wallace Park, between
the "Paducah Odd Sox" and the West
tons,"both clubs composed of boys
who put up an exciting exh bition of
the sport. The former captured the
game by a score of 16 to 6.
Charlie E. Ender, was captain of
the "Paducah Odd Sox", which had
colors of red and black, while Willie
Powell was captain of the "Westerp"
whose colors were orange and black.
In the hist half Frank Buckner made
a touch-down, Bill Fisher kicked to
the goal, George Hughes made a
touch-down and Charlie Enders kick-
etI to the goal. In the second half
Nelson Soule made a touch-down
Charles Enders a touch-down.
The lineup for the "Odd Sox" was
Hayes, *enter; Kirkland left guard;
Savage, left tackle; Lloyd, left end;
Powell. right guard; Burnett right
tackle; Street, right end: Enders,
quarter-.back; Geagen. full-back,
Hughes half-back.
The line-up for "The Westerns"
was Will Powell, quarter-'oack; Roy
Ilett, full back; 1Vm. fisher, left
half; Clyde Warren centas; Burnett
Cavanaugh, left guard; Lawrence
Pewell, left tackle; Fra k Buckner,
left end; Lewis Mingus, ight guard;
Will Holland, right half !sick; Milton
Nauheim. tackle.
Reuben Bagby umpires! the game,
Brent Janes acted as ceath and hd
Cave -heisted as refers:.
Chicken Prise.
Mr Joseph Riglesh rger. the
limber man, has returnee from Nash-
v:Pe where he captured many prises
ifon • Tine chicken exhibit during the
"Tinnessee State Fair, uleich lasted
"there for several days. He captured
the ribbons over --rmg competitors
.ho brought cease ;rorn all sec-
: tens of the Lomita. Parducah-
an entered four hens, two roosters
t vo tearels. aro' thrc pullets, all
.4 the Wya, e ariety. which
he raises unon . .,rge chicken farm
:71 Aircacta. . Riglirsberger got
first pore in -we events and sec-
end • re in fate- other events.
Hi, chicken. were 1..ronounced by
judges the finest they had
ever seen, i this is eeidenced by
'lie nine p, s he wal'..sel away with
..ith great ease
School Footfall.
The High School boys have ar-
ranged for a series of f aotball games
to be played within tie next few
-seeks. Next Saturday :hey will play
upon the 1Va1!nce lark baseball
grounds. the "R. L. C.. team of this
city. November rods City: will play
the school team of Met.opolis on the
latter's grounds at that neighboring
city. On Thanksgiving day the local
Ifgh School boys will play the "IL I...
C's" on the Paducah grottnds.
The game will be played at Me-
tropolis in return for the game the
latter played here several weekssago.
Matinee Musicale.
The program for next Wednesday's
meeting of the Matinee Musicale club
consists of numbers front the German
composers Bach and Franzart, whc
will be the especial object of study.
It is desired that every member of
the organization be present at the
coming session in order the secretary
can complete her roll that cannot be
foinished without the name of every af-
filiate.
The program is:
Leader—Miss Isabel Mohan.
Current Events,
1. Biographical Sketches—Mrs
W. Little.
2. Vocal Duette—Over the Stars
There is Rest—Art—Meg.' David
Flournoy and Mrs. G. B: Hart.
3. Violin Solo—Selection from a
Bach Cantata—Mrs. W. C Clark.
4- Earliest Musical Myths and Leg-
ends—Hindoo Music—Mist; Virginia
Newell.
5. Piano Solo--Prelude.and Tussle
--d3ach—Miss Courtie Puryear
(a) Selection from Bt'ach (h)
iGcodright, My 'Beloved Child Good-
night—Art—Mrs. James Weille
Emily Soldene, who .wag the queen
of opera bouffe in the early 7os, in the
United States as well as fh Europe,
will have a benefit at the Palace LK
afar. London, on November r3.
RACKET STORE
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WHILE EVERY DEPARTMENT IN OUR STORE IS FULL OF
THE LATEST AND BEST THE SEASON AFFORDS WE CALL
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR LINE OF WINTER UNDER-
WEAR.
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN UNDERWEAR FOR WOMEN
UNDERWEAR FOR CHILDRE:N.
MEN'S HEAVY FLEECED
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS A SUIT
75c•
MEWS EXTRA HEAVY HIGH
ROCK FLEECAD SHIRTS AND
DRAWERS IN BLUE OR TAN AT
5oc A GARMENT.
MEN'S MEDIUM WEIGHT
RIBBED UNDERWEAR, NEATLY
FINISHED IWEVERY WAY—A
DANDY FOR soC A GARMENT
MEN'S RED FLItiNNELUNDER-
WEAR $2.00 A SUIT.
MEN'S HEAVY RIBBED 3-4
WOOL, NON SHRINKABLE Sa.00
A SUIT.
MEN'S GLASTENBURY WOOL
UNDERWEAR la A SUIT.
MEN'S "COOPER" RIBBED UN-
DERWEAR Si A SUIT.
CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR.
CHILDREN'S SORT FINISHED
GREY FLEECED SHIRTS .AND
PANTS FROM toC TO 33C A GAR-
MENT ACCORDING TO SIZE
WANTED.
BOY'S EXTRA HEAVY
FLEECED TAN SHIRTS AND
DRAWERS soC A SUIT.
UNION SUITS.
BOYS' HEAVY FLEECED GREY
UNION SUITS s3C.
BOYS' EXTRA HEAVY
FLEECED TAN UNION SUITS
so
CHILDREN AND MISSES
UNION SUITS IN GREY AND
CREAM AT In 50 AND 511C.
LADIES UNDERWEAR.
A FULL AND COMPLETE
NEI
LINE OF LADIE: 'INDERWEAK
IN BOTH TR:: SEPARATE:
VESTS AND PA.NrS AND UNION
SUITS INCLVDING EXTRA
SIZES IN EACH.
LADIES' FLEECE RIBBED
VESTS AND PAN' S IN GREY
OR CREAM ..5C EACH.
LADIES' GLOVE FITTING,
SOFT FINISH, RIBBED VESTS
AND PANTS, REGULAR AND
EXTRA SIZES EACH 411 AND goC.
LADIES' CREAM, RIBBED,
HANDTRIMMED VESTS AND
PANTS, EACH so CENTS.
LADIES' BLEACHED RIBBED
vrars AND PANTS IN REGU-
LAR AND EXTRA SIZES EACH
so CENTS.
LADIES' SOFT FINISH, CREAM
M1141 VESTS AND PANTS) 4R AND EXTRA SIZES
ZACK eti' CENTS.
Lid r EXTRA HEAVY OMSKet
D VESTS AND PANTS—
It/i737—.AR AND EXTRA SIXES
a AND so CENTS.
A.ADIRS' UNION SUITS AT so,
sa, 91, atm:, AND &AS-
L AD I IC r FLANNELETTE
GOWNS AT 30,5*. 39. 75, re, as. sa,
$ur' $fit 19, lit.'s St.Se AND
$1
,0
THINE AIIS THE VERY BUST
MAKES AND RUN IN FULL
SIZES.
L ADIES' FLANNELETTE
SKIRTS 25. 33.
CENTS.
CHILDREN'S FLANNELETTE
GOWNS L so. AND se CENTS.
MEWS FLANNELETTE NIGHT
SHIRTS AT so. AND 75 CENTS
39, so AND sa
MULL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
A rightly
made shoe
iIS ONE YOU CAN PUT ON ANDORGET . .
YOU CANNOT FORGET A
SHOE THAT HURTS AT EVERY
STEP: OR A SHOE THAT
SPREADS ALL txrr ;OF.'SHAPS-
The Foster Shoe
FITS BECAUSE IT IS MADE ON A FOSTER LAST—NOT
ON. THE "STANDARD" LAST USED BY MOST SHOE MAK-
ERS. ITS SHAPE IS PERMANUNrr, DUE TO THE 00011
STOCK AND SKILLFUL SHOEMAKING. THE POSTER
SHOE WEARS OUT, BUT IT WEARS CUT GRACEFULLY—
RETAINING ITS SHAPE TO THE LAST. SOLE ONLY BY
Cochran Shoe Co. I
405 BROADWAY g
I"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHEFi---THAT'S QUALITY,"
 lemsbusammip
"WATCHES,"
Are you interested in a gok time piece? We have a swell lane
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in the
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any movement you
wish. Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 181 OLD
if your clock is out of oraer; we will call for it and warrant
every job in our line. Beautiful wedding presents in sterl-
ing silver, cut glass or hand ,printed china. We are offering
some special low prices for the next to days.
Eye-See Jewelry dib Optical Co.
315 BROADWAY
J. A. Eonetska, Jo wider and Optician.
tt_Istanuttuummasatuttautsaunemmf
ever, in all instanes, that the streets
be replaced in good condition. A few
months ago when the traction com-
pany changed its routes, dozens of
blocks of graveled streets were torn
up for its benefit. And we now as.
our readers to cite a solitary instance
in which the corporat on organs hame
protested against permitting the tele-
phone company, the gas company, the
hesting company o the traction com-
pany to tear up the brick streets or
the bitulithic streets. Permission has
Leen granted those companies on
more than one occasion to tear up
the recently rconstrsucted streets, but
vot one protest comes from the cor-
poation organs.
But when it comes to a suggestioo
niat the people tear up their own
streets for their own purposes, • the
corporation ogan raises a howl and
Says it would never do. Now does
not that strike the public as being a
I ttle peculiar? That it is alright for
tie corporations to tear up the
streets, but it would be an outragtfor
the city to tear up the streets. The
psople of Paducah are not as easily
gulled as some irresponsible newspa-
per writers might think. The fact
of the business is that when the
street using corporations find it ala-
s( lute)), necessary to tear up any
street, permiss'on should .be given
them to do so, and no one but a
common ordinary fool would argue
that the city should not have • the
same privalege. . • •
the properties and those cities built
their own plants and have virtually
pat the companies out of business.
The Register has no desire to see
such conditions prevail in this city
but the citizens have some rights
that must be respected and if the
company .4 determined that the city
shall not engage in municipal owner-
ship, then the people should assert
themselves and not be so foolish as to
tie the. di> 's hands by voting for the
proposed contract. As the company
is looking out for its interest, let
every sensible man in Isaducah act
likewise when he goes to the polls
' The present owner of the skull is
next week
not a craniologist, but would judge
• it to be that of a woman The devo-
tional, reverential cerebral develop-
ment is that of A woman, and its thick.
!less denotes it to be that of a white
woman. Its condition would suggest
a three- or four-year exposure. This
particular road was long well known
as lovers' lane." It is narrow, (tank-
ed by trees, and, where found, there
was long a dense thicket of locust
and other brush, besides the rank
growth of rush and iron weed. r The
present owner—Mr Gçgrge Webb—
•s a mode: farmer and t e brush and,
ten for the purpose of deccoong.
- 1 weeds w-re extirpated and thstakdki
Paducah Sun. picked up. 7-7
The above refers to a statement 
,
new many a 9' ot love and fie*
that appeared in The Register a few *ion and devotioe ha; to !foil anion:Sas
days ago; Alderman W. I'. Miller, a in this particular • ' iss! The shade
member of the republican gene"' of overhanging boughs, the fragranze
ccnual of Paducah stated to the edi- of the locust, the sweet perfurnteof
tot of 'this' paper. in '1.1"c argils". berry fields, of vineyardirandsOf or-
about one week or ten days ago that Lcuarus have made it the sweet tryst-
he., 'Alderman Miller, carried to ing place of those loving niaely and
"FrankfOrt the bill that was afterwards perhaps well. But this uncanny skull
co; cted into a law by the legislature, suggests the thoughts of unho!x Are 1,
creating a Park commiesien, but that
be got more than he asked for, one
feature of the bill being changed by
the legislative committee after Ae
left Frankfort. The bill was drawn in
thc city of Paducah and taken to
Frankfort by Alderman Miller. This
was the information on which The
Register based the statement quoted
above, and as Alderman Miller made
a similar statement again last even-
iLit the public may make 4, own cors
elusions. •
'For the information of the peo-
ple of Paducah," says a local pub-
lication. "The bill requiring second
class cihes to spend thousands of
dollars for parks, was carried to
Ftankfort by one of the members of
the republican general colincaf..
For the benefit of the peiteple ot-Pa
ciecah the Sun will say the foregoing
statement is false; was known to be
false when written; and was writ-
"For the benefit of the people of Pa
Tearing Up The Streets.
One of the corporation organs in
its protest against the city erecting
or installing its own water works
rays that the city should not tear up
the improved street for that purpose
fre,7 words to that effect In every
toy in the country the streets are be.
mg continually torn up for improve-
ments that follow and it often oc-
curs that a street has been recon-
structed but adcw mouths before it is
torn up to lay -pipes and quickly ,re-
pinced.
Right here in ,Paducah that is being
dose. At the meeting of the board of
public works of this city last Wednes-
day permission was granted the
1- nine Telephone Company to tear up
tfl, Brick street at ,the intersection of
Fifth and Jefferson streets, that was
laid last fall, in order that the tele-
phone company may Jay two addition
al underground conduits. At that
meeting the board of public works
also granted permission to the Pa-
Micah Gas Company to tear up the
brick street in front of the Elka
Home, ap that it may connect that
building with the gas mains. And
last, bust-not least, the hoard at that
rneedng gave permission to the Pa-
&yeah Inaction Company to tear pip
and open die bitulithic street in front
of the cost office, where its double
Ontek now ends, so that the company
may extend its double track down to
Fourth street. The bitulithic street
was only laid two months ago yet at
the point indicated it is to be torn up
and dug into so as to enable the trac-
tion company to extend its double
track, nor is that all; the board
granted the Padu-cah Traction Corn-
tarty tiermission to tear up the en-
t•re block on Broadway between Fifth
a: (1 Fourth ;trees, requiring how-
•
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STORM SEWER IS PART OF
STREET RECONSTRUCTION
THE CITY SOLICITOR ADVISED THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
YESTERDAY TO THIS EFFECT AND THE LATTER THEN
DBCIDED NOT TO FILE ANY EX PARTE SUITS TO HAVE
THE MATTER SETTLEDs A S REQUESTED BY PROPERTY
OWNERS—PARIC COMMISSIONERS GET OTHER $250 DE-
SIRED—.ATERsLORD TAX II ONEY WILL BE KEPT BY THE
CITY.
lostead of •having the city file so pass on the matter. An ex parte suit
ex parte suit, as many ot the members.
of the city Ounce "milliner had
said they intended ts do, that body
during its meeting yesterday, after property owners have to pay for the
• louring the statements of the city so- oork, after he thoroughly scans the
Leitor on the subject, decided that emitter sections and ord minces.
the municipality would not insotme During the meet ng of the finance
the litigation, and it was suggested Committe the members decided to let
that if any settlement was to be made the board of public nark commission-
of the matter that any one of the ers have the eoso the latter reed to
abuttiqg property owners could in- iV for the concrete crub and cop-
stitute the ex parte action and let
the private citizens settle the mat-
tre in this way. Thc city solicitor
stated the storm sewers were conoid-
ered a part of the street reconstruc-
ticn, therefore the property owners
woul4 have to pay the. cost,of 4:Konen, commissioners have already opened
them down. bids on the work, but held up award-
The storm sewers in controversy n cnt of the contract emit ohey
are throw just completed and lying, learned whether the finance commit-
under Kentucky avenue from Second pot woots eostommoso soot soe
 
$op
to. *nth Jefferson from acond V+ seeded be allowed. Now that this
Ninth and Sixth, 'Seventh and NrotAierill be done, the board of commis-
sioners will award the contract.from jellerson to KenfecKy aventte.
The lew states that °air a certain
arount can be taxed pe thr pubfie
government against prtY* irl'oPerly
tor "sewers" put down The parties
()voting property oleo* &este:ilia/to
mentioned put in. pearisite last yew
obeli the city was *remisle-for thc
storm sewers. In these. protests the
cit'sens claimed they could not be
made pay for these storm sewers on
thc ground that when they paid for
(lit unitary sco.os some ye-an s ago
there was taxed op against their
pioperty the limit of cost permitted
for 'sewers". The city bad the
item sewers 'laid and now the
p -operty owners pooest at paying for
the work. and hail thyor Yeiser to
Lay before the publie boards the ques-
tion of the coy filing an ex parte suit
in tele circuit court and let tne judats
decide whether the city paid for ths
work, or property owner. The public
boands put the proposition in hands if
the f Wtance committee which met ycs.
terdaor and deliberated over the ques-
tion.
City Solicitor J11134 Campbell, Jr..
informed the finance committee that
these storm sewers did not come un.
tlet tho strict head of "sewers" but
that tb r work was considered under
the head of 'street reconstruction"
at Ike ripeoisc df which can be tax-
ed to the abutting property The so-
licitly a Iso explained that if the
sesomes derided the property owners
-din wee I %aye to pay for the sewers,
f.
the city em)d. not be held liable, but
troany of tie committeemen differ with
him in this respect in taking the po.
soion that the storm sewers ere part
of the street recoostruct'on the to-
neless:. said is was the intention of
the old cum 111 and aldermanic boards
when the cotetract was let last year.
He cononsied that in the contract let
to the Soothe rst Bitubthie Company.
which got doe work to lay the brick
and bitutithic a od sewers, no mention
was made of 'swum" in the written
contract entened into between city
and contractor for the improvements.
He construed this to mean that the
storm sewers wet e a Dart of the street
virface reconstro otion, inasmuch as
the sewers are on 1 y pipes laid under
off niffneater !Alt
the surface of the
ground to carry
aecummulated on
thoroughfare
One of the count% itteeaseu said that
in view of the fact t hat the city teital
advisor did net rood; theonempleipalits
was in the wrong, If was wp to the
troyperty owners to file an ex parte
suit of they thought' they were he-
Oils '.wrongfully taxed for the im-
provement cost. and Is t Judge Reed.
Has
is simply a CODY of the city laws,
which ore laid before he judge for him
to sayw hether th municipalpality or
ing imporvement to be made at Lasg
Park on Fountain avenue. The com-
roosioners have only ti cv at their
disposal, and as it will take at leo to
Pay for the proposed work the dif-
firence will be allowed them. The
. Another point passed on yesterday
ty the committee was the request of
-the Ayer-Lord Ti Company that they
to refunded $oso the concern paid
os ety axes for mos. The company
elsimed its noting property around
here was assessed for tax purposes ;n
Chicago for that yeas, and while City
A•ditor Alexander Kirkland was in
the Windy City several weeks ago he
went over the tax books and toted
the steamboats and barges were not
soessed there for that year. The
csmpany asked for return of the
money, but on the auditor reporting
to the finance committee they had
uct paid in Chicago, the committee
directed that the money paid into
the Paducah city treasury by Ayer-
! ord be kept
That run-down tired (Mhos is the
first symptbria of MALARIA. he
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for al: malaria
cured others Will cure you
Nice so Cents Per Box.
BA CON'S
bittl STORY..
Seventh and Jackson St. Pb agy
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1 NCoR PO RA TED
306 'Esrey. Day and Night
Free Catalogue Sebool
UDINE
...COAL...
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
MISSIONARY 
SOCIETY,SOCIETY MEETS
FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCI
ETY MEETS WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOON.
•••••••• ..•••••• •
The Church Building Society of the
First Presbyterian Church Meets
Tomorrow—Other Matters.
The Foreign Miessonuy Society of
the Broadway Methodist church will
meet at 3 o'clock next Wednesday
afternoon at the church building
Home Mission Society.
The Home Mission- Society of the
Broadway Methodist church will
meet tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the church.
— —
Building Society.
The Church Building Society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
tcmorrow afternoon at a o'clock at
the pastor's study. The lesson will
Lx' the 8th chapter of John
Sikhs, nom.
The Bible Cloak will meet at 4:30
'clock tontorrow afternoon at the
parish house of Grace Episcopal
church Tne "Epistle To The Ro-
mans" will be the lesson for study.
Christian Chapel. .
Rev long of the Christian Church
Chapel on We Tennessee street,
will this morning preach on "The
Model Church." "In dwelling of The
Holy Spirit in the Heart" will be the
subject for the service at 3 o'clock
, • the afternoon while at 7:30 o'clock
[might he discourses on "The Sin of
define To The Worship of God"
Sunday School Union.
Re'. (...iabatter of the State Sunday
School Association, organized a union
before leaving this city last week and
the following officers were elected:
President, Mr. A. J. Bamberg; trice
president. Mr. George 0. McBroom.
socretary and treasurer, Prof. J. D
Smith; superintendent of primary
department, Mrs. H. C. Overby; sup-.
enntendent of teachers' training Rev.
D. C Wright: superintendent of
bt use to house visitation, Rev. C
Thompson; superintendent of home
dr oartment. Mr.. aVilliam Bourquin.
Lacerated Hand.
Rev. R. W. Chiles of the Third
street Rescue Mission is suffering
frc•rn a painfully lacerated right hand,
caused by a sharp nail "snagging" him
He was in the stable behInd his home
st the time, and was turning his horse
around, when his hand brushed
against the sharp point of the nail
that dug down under the skin to the
bone, creating quite a painful injury.
stalr.
BUY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRIM_ IS LOWCars are scarce and the un.usustl demand fox coal has
caused a shortage, which will be more, noticeable as weathor
gets colder. We are exclusive agent foi- the best that Kentucky
produces, " L Z E.11 N E"
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
COAL
RAMS HORN WRINKLES
Living is the only way of learning
to live.
The fool sacrifices his wisdom to
his wit.
Wandering never finds any termi-
nus but woe.
Raising the wind often reaps the
whirlwind.
The torch of truth must be fed by
the heart.
If your goodness is goody-good it
is no good.
Winds of flattery waft no one
the skies.
Only in ministry is the secret
manhood.
All things must depend on the
things within.
The import of your life will depend
upon its uplift.
You do not rise in the world by
giving yourself airs.
Many a little obedience has led to
a large blessing.
If you reply love your lord you will
never be lonely.
It is your motive that gives moral
value to your money
Praying for calm is sot the best
way to prepare for storm.
The uphill road always looks steep-
er until you are on it.
It takes more than a melting mood
to soften a hard heart.
No great work was ever done with-
out the shedding of blood.
It's easy to shut your eyes and talk
of a world where there is no God.
3esus becomes Christ and Lord
only as He becomes central in -ill
our living.
The brightness of your crown does
not depend on the darkness of your
frowns
Evetyday goodness In living is the
best come:ternary on the law and the
'
The Responsible One.
Men should not be led astray by
cries that the prosperity of the coun-
try is imperiled or is diminishing be-
cause of investigation and exposure.
The real disaster that the country has
to fear is the conduct of business
which has been brought to light anil
to which an end has been put. Ten
years hence the painful experience
through which the country has been
passing for the last two years will
be regarded as a period of peculiar
beneficence and good fortune. It will
be said then that what ha; happened
in these tsa painful years laid the
foundations of commercio. honesty, of
a higher type of business dealing, of
a more solid and genuine prosperity.
The real enemy of prosperity is not
the man who enforces his ethical
standards at the risk of disturbing
the nfoney market, but the man who
violates his trust, betrays those who
rely upon him, and shakes confidence
by taking out the foundation on which
it rests —Outlook.
Taking all crime,, more are com-
mitted in the autumn than during
any other of the four seasons of the
year.
•
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MOTHERS MEETING
OF INtEREST
W. C. T. U. LADIES , SPENT
PROFITABLE AFTERNOON
LAST THURSDAY.
to -The Training of The Dull CUM" As
Lectured on by Prof. Barnes Was
of Reviewed by Wooten.
(Communicated.)
The Paducah W. C. T. U. held a
mothers' meeting last Thursday after-
noon in the lecture room of the First
Baptist church, when an interesting
program was presented, arranged by
Mrs. Pearl Norville, superintendent
of this department.
•
The first paper was read by Mrs.
Fannie Dunn, and described a plan
by which a wise mother directed the
amusements of her children during a
week's absence
Miss H F.. Brooks read a review
of a lecture by Prof Earl Barnes, for
several years dean of pedagogy at
Leland Standford University, before
the students of the Normal college,
in New York city, on **The Training
of the Dual Child."
Prof, &imps said that there ;re!
probably ifloomo defective children in
the United States, who need the
special care of the state He said
the first great need in the develop-
ment of the, dull, child is to beloved
by those to whom it is entrusted. If
the normal child needs love, the ad:
normal child needs more love
Ile referred to Dr. Edward Seguin s
experiments with an idiot child isith
whom he lived for six months, a:id
said by this mmerience and further
studies Seguie has done more than
any one else to establish definite lines
of educational treatment for deice- I
tires, and that he also foresaw the
greatest of recent educationai !is-.
coveries; that is, that we must rtachl
the child's mind physiologically.
affecting it first through, the opera-
tion of the larger muscles.
Prof Barnes advocates the employ-
ment of medical experts to go thoorg Ih 
the schools to determine the mental
condition of the children. He says
the government employs experts to
_study codfish and mushrooms and
why not to +Indy children? He men-
tions Shuttleworth's "Mentally De-
ficient Children, Their Treatment and
Training," as the most valuabk, os-
cessible book on the subject.
Prof. Barnes sees in the effoo to
segregate idiots and imbecite7, an
extension of the work of the past
three hundred year, in segregator/
criminals, lunatics, drunkards and in-
curable;. It is our latest onward
movement. but it will be followed by
Others In the upward progress of tbe
race in ooing for the weak. The
lower animals drive the weak to the
wall. It is only man who has the at-
tribute of devoting the best effort.;
to the aid of the weakling.
The parallel might be carried stil
farther as illustrating the difference
between those engaged in the liquet
traffic and the men and women of the
temperance forces. The one worlo
wholly for self alone at the expense eil
the weak, the other clam sacrifice'
self to elevate the weak.
The report of the balance of the,
papers read at the sucetieg will -se
pear in the Register Tuesday more ,
trig. 
. .
The meeting 9( the Wolc. T. V
next Thursday afternoon will bçhe
under the department of social puriti.
Mrs. Jettie M. Elliott, superintendent,
A- &My of game.
When Thomas A. Edison was .4
boy, selling Vers on a train. betweeit
Huron and Cleveland, he became so
interested in electricity thot he has
never been able to let it *Was oince
Unfortunately, his spare tim4e
duty was not enough for his experi-
ments, iays the World's Work. He
urged his father to let lute sit up
nights and play with the telegraph,
but Mr. Edison, senior, believed in
early rising and early going to bed,
and Thomas was sent to his room
promptly at 9. while his father sae
up two hours longer to read the pa.
per: the boy had brought home.
Those two hours tempted the hoe
And at last be hit on a plan of sects,
ing them His chum lived about two
hundred yards away, beyond an inter
vetting orchard. The two lifts rigged
up a telegraph circuit between thee
rooms. Young Edison made bates.-
ies of preserve jars. The day after is
was in order he gave the extra pa
pers to his chum, and when uigke
came there were none for his lathe.
to read. •
Mr. Edison seemed much disturtito
by the loss of his daily reading mat-
ter, and by 9 o'clock, when it wao
time for Thomas to go to bed, ho
was very restless Then the heir
made a suggestion.
'All the appers are down at Dick's.'
he said; "but Dick an I have a telt -
graph line between our rooms. t
think perhaps I can call him up and
get the news."
Accordingly, they adjourned to the.
boy's room, and soon had Dick on the
wire. Then while behind the or-
chard rtick read from the paper MO-
sent the messages by telegraph. young
Edison took down bulletins and hand-
ed them to his father. Bedtime wo•
forgotten, and it was atfer TT o'cloetr
before the father was ready to quit.
After that he deemed to have no
more worry over the effect of late
hours on his son, and yotmg Edison
had his time to himself for electric,.
experitriests.
Last year India had riots:ens acrio
in cotton. This. year the crop coveeo
12.281000 acres, or sit increase 0.
'654coo acres. The proepeets of Nak:
est" are favorable.
Harrallan's Sub-Division
OF THIS CHOICE RESIDENCE DISTRICT WE HAVE ONLY NINE LOTS LEFT ON SIXTEENTH STREET
' RANGING IN PRICE FROM $375.00 TO $775.00 EACH. ON MONROE STREET WE HAVE ONLY THREE
LOTS, RANGING FROM $450.00 TO $750.00 EACH. ON MADISON STREET WE HAVE TWO LOTS FOR
$400.00 EACH. ON HARRISON STREET WE HAVE ONE LOT FOR $300.00. ON HARRAHAN BOULE-
VARD WE HAVE ONE CORNER LOT, 65 FEET FRONTAGE, FOR $775.00. ALSO THE TWO LARGE, ELE-
GANT CORNER LOTS ON JEFFERSON STREET AND HARRAHAN BOULEVARD. ALL OF THE ABOVE
LOTS WILL BE SOLD, IF DESIRED, FOR 1-3 CASH AND BALANCE ON OR BEFORE ONE AND TWO YEARS..
TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE MERIT OF THIS PROPERTY, YOU HAVE ONLY •10 INSPECT THE CLAS5 AND
NUMBER OF HOUSES NOW BEING ERECTED ON THE SUB-DIVISION. THIS SUB-DIVISION IS ESPECIALLY -
ADAPTED FOR HOME BUILDERS AND INVESTORS.
C. E. Jennings, Agent
•
S
Fraternity
4
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WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION
,EPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND 
WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OP P.
 DUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
iiwing to the fact that the con- tract and the 
. roposed contract of
cosct existing between the City of --406,63o.00.
laducah and the local water corn-I There is moth 
ng contained in the
fgany for fire hydrants expires dui- p:opos
ed coati -et changing the
Sag lie current month, it was in. ;rights of 
the cal or those of the
••- ,hent upon the general council water company & oder 
the original
4.. negotiate for sucli service cover- franchi
se. The tIty still retains the
lag the remaining period which the r:oht to 
purchase the water com-
ic...itch* of the water company still i zoo's Islam at thc
 expiration of each
Illas to run, to-wit: eighteen years. eve year period, 
in accordance with
After several conferences between the terms of the 
original franchise_
Me joint light and water committee This committee has 
also compared
nod the offictis of the water corn- the rates 
contained in the propooei
y a scale of rates for fire hy- contract with 
th( e in effect in 127
ats was agreed upon by the corn- ether cities for •
 e same class Jf
asittee and the water company. These service and find 
proposed rates
sites have been einiond ed in a can- lower than th
osc by any of
tact which will be sumbitted to the those cities. The 
;.pproximate av-
general counca for such action as erage cost per hy
drant in the man-
age wisdom of that body may deter- . ber of cities 
mentiorod above is—
mine. If the proposed contract is
favorably acted upon by the general
entitled it mu.A. be subiutted to the
voters of the city at the next clan- and this committee 
1.,S0111CS that the
thion and affirniatively ratified by not f.gures are correc
t. The list 'of the
fess than two-thirds of the votes then c.ties with the rat
e paid in each is on
acst upon the question before a con- file with this coi
nmatee and anyone
tract brtwe.co the city and the water desiring to verify the 
figures c oi-
enotipany can be finally executed. tzined therein may h
ave the oppar-
It is therefore worth while for tioiity of doing so :it 
any time.
Ike voters of the city to carefully It !bould also be 
borne in m..-/
eens.der the terms of the proposed t' until a new cont
ract is entered
ntract before casting their votes at ., liktween the city and 
the water
She coming election, and if it ap- ,n4pany. that the rates 
charged un-
pears that the proposed contract is der the existing contract
 will main-
no the advanta-m if the cay, then !tam. The only 
alternatives oferei
SD register their _pproval thereof to escape from the ol
d rates are eith-
er to make a new contract or to dis-
continue the service, the latter of
crerse, being quite impossible
Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the City of Paducah. that the propos-
ed contract be ratified.
JOINT LIGHT AND
COMM ITTEE.
t6-t
*on their ballots.
In order that the voters may have
an opportunity to become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract, a copy of the same is
herew th submitted, which reada as
fellows:
"Section i. That the City of Padu-
cah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
Itreby reut from tits Paducah Water
Ccmpany its successors and assigns,
&sir hundred aod eleven (41I) double
nozzle fire hydrants now establish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years flora the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as
inreinafter provided. The annual
stntal for each pt sA;1 fire hydrants,
which the City of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay for the first ten Ito)
years of said term, shall be twenty
*Joao) dollars and the annual rental.
for the remaining eight (8) years
Shall be fifteen ($15.00) dollars, (un-
!us the .said city shall sooner pur-
obase water company's plant, with
srx (6) per cent interest upon defer-
sod payments. The i.ayments of sad
foetal' shall be made as provided in
she original ordinanre contract.
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
rn extensions of mains that may be
.tected hereafter by the Paducah
Plater Company, its successors or
amigos, as provided in the original
edinance contract during the said
011*teen years, shall be charged and
sera for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the eniration of ten
es.) years from the time ths ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved.
as set out above, all the then fire
iydrants shall be charged and paid
for at the uniform rate as above pro-
vided and the contract therefor shall
aspire at the end of the eighteen
steers fixed in section r.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
:shall become effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general electian to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
ber, 1906, the said vote to be taken
lo the manner and as provided by law
for the submission of public gues-
s ens to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
affect and be in force from its pas-
mage, approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company filed with
:be clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky.. within ten (to) days after the
official certificate of its approval at
-he popular election."
At the present time the water com-
pain 1hts installed for the use of the
40 fire plugs, which under the
contract are rated and cost
rseft year as follows:
:so fire plugs at $40.00 ... .$600n000
la ire plugs at $3o.00  • 90040
late pings at $25.0C   5.775-06
Under Ole proposed contract this
name woRee would cost the city but
—$8,22soo—for each of the first ten
nears of the eontract. a saving upon
the number of hydrants now install-
ed til—$4455.00—per annum and for
the tea year period a saving of $,-
 
 
Fe, awls .1 die last eight•tyaant
winch the franchise has to run, the
oast for 411 hydrants would be—SC-
*00-4s saving to the city of -46:
940.*:•—pee annum or of—Sp olbt-
saa—fez the entire eight years of the
franchi'v., making a total saving to
c ty between the existing t.
The rates refe:red to were sub-
mitted by the local water company
WATER
SMALL BOY AND WHISTLE
BRING THE POLICEMEN
"Those people who like to say that
they never see a policeman when
they wane one should !aye been with
me last night." said a Louisville man
at the Louisville hotel last night
"I have said some pretty mean
things about the police force in my
time. but I had to admit last night
that they certainly answered the call
for help. I had just left Macauley's
theater—got away before the show
was over, A. I stepped out on the
street I saw a boy blow a police
whistle. He was having a great time
all by himself, although unconscious
that he was sounding the uotice of
desperate plight and need of police.
"I thought some isoliceman might
hear and respond. but I was not pre
pared for what happened. A lieuten-
ant ran out Fourth avenue and turn-
ed into Walnut street. -stopping as he
ran to beat his night stick on the
pavement. Another policeman tore
around the Third avenue corner, also
attesting his presence with his night
stick. The kid kept his whistle going
and soon a patrolman responded from
away up Walnut street and another
from way down the street.
"The lieeenant and the patrolmen
--three of them—got to the kid at the
same time. The way they pounced on
him was a caution to would-be sand-
beggers The kid was altogether un-
conscious that he had done anything
out of the way, and almost wilted
when he learned what he had done.
They led him away whimpering, and I
thought he was booked for the ju-
venile court, but I learned afterward
that they released him after he prom-
ised never to do it again "—Courier-
journal
The Kentucky Vfew.
The silver medal and $isoo in cash
awarded to Rufus K Combs of Mid-
way, Ky., by tie managers of the
"Carnegie Hero Fund." were ,re-
served tinder the Carnegie rules.
According to the reports of the
award, Combs found his worst enemy
smothering in a vault, filled with gas,
abd after dragging him out, explained
that he loved him -because he was a
fair fighter.
This is an original, genuine, una-
dulterated Kentucky view. It is
what any sort of a Kentuckian who
expected to hold his head up while
being shot at afterwards, would nat-
urally do for his own worst enevy,
even if it were to cost Mm $tloo and
the loss of a hatful of silver medals.
The silver_medal awarded to Combs
for it has a fine, low-relief portrait
of Andrew Carnegie on one side. Or
at least photographs of the batch of
hero medals now being given out
show this portrait, which if worn on
the breast of a hero, ought to he
worth at least $isoo as an advertise-
ment of the "canny" philanthropist
who seeks to encourage heroism.
It may be taken for granted that by
wearing - the-medal.- "Mr. - Combs will
earn the $1500 bonus paid him for
acting naturally like a Kentuckian.
The question then remaining is of
whether it is likely to improve Ken-
tucskians in general to offer them $1,-
300 holm% for living op to their own
ctarlards 
. 
BEVERIDGE SAYS THAT EARLY
AMERICAN S TATSMEN
FAVORED ANNEX-
ATION.
Terre Haute, Ind., Oct. 37.—Sena-
tor Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana
noke in th s city last night on the
relations between the United Status
and Cuba, and while he said that
America must again put the Cuban
government on its feet, yet he added
that the experiment would certainly
fail and that the island would then
be annexed. After declaring that
Cuban annexation would be opposed
to, the sugar and tobacco trusts .it
this country said in part:
"What are the exact facts about our
relations with Cuba? In the first piaci
Cuba is geographically a part of thI
United States. She is only ninety
miles fro mthis country. She &-
Physically a part of Florida. Her
ports command the entrance to thc
Gulf of Mexico. She holds eternal
watch over the routes that lead to
the Miss ssippi fver to the Panama ,
canal and to all our southern ports.
"Commercially she is a part of us.
Cuba is the natural market for the
products of our factories and farms
and this country. is the natural mar
ket for the products of her forests
and plantations. If the sovereignty
of the world were today to be re-ar-
ranged upon geographical and com-
mercial lines Cuba would be made
American by the judgment of every
government on earth.
"In the next place it is the tradi-
tional policy of the American people
that Cuba shall ultimately be Ameri
can. This policy sprung from no
stat-sman's plan hut from the com-
mon thought of the people. It is old-
er than our government itself. It be
gan before our revolution. It was
the common thought and purpose if
the colonists who petitioned King
George to lut them make Cuba Amer-
can; King George rejected that pe-
tition and was the first great oppon-
ent of the policy of linking the des-
tiny of that island with the main-
land of which it is geographically a
part. King George. was the.first great
opponent of Cuban :a:imitation.
- "The first American statesman to
vo'ce the inanifest destiny of Cuba
a- a part of this republic was Thomas
Jefferson, whose argument was then
and is now unanswerable The next
to favor it was John Quincy Ad-
ants, one of the wisest presidents the
!United States ever had. The 11 follow-
ied William L. Marcy, who is one ofthc three great secretaries of statein our history. Then followed menlike Henry Clay. Edward Everett an-,
Louis Case, and even William L.
Seward. The men belonged to dif-
ferent political parties.
"An American destiny for Cuba was
In political platforms down to the
civil war. Cuba would have been
American a generation ago had not
the slavery question and the war be-
tween the states interfered. So we
se that Cuba as a part of the United
States is the historic purpose of the
Panama canal, as much so as the
Panama canal, as rroich so s the
teilding of the nation itself.
"We are setting up another Cuban
ecvcrnment today merely to show the
world that when American honor is
g:ven we will redeem it, not only to
the letter but in a full, heaped-up and
overflowing measure. •
"But if again the government which
we arE re-establishing is overthrown;
if again the work of our hands in be-
hall of Cuban liberty is undone; if
even now conditions should so devel
op as to prolong American occupa-
tion; if again it becomes necessary
once more to raise the American flag
in Cuba the time will never come
when we will haul it down again"
Saving Life by Science.
(St. Louis Star-Chronicle.)
That increase in insanity, like the
increase in disease and the increase
in crime is only seeming Statistical
record is nowadays made of an enor-
mous proportion of cases that a few
years ago were not noted at all.
Sir James Crichton-Browne, the
noted British alienist, declares not
only that diseases are steadily disap-
pearing, but that the average of un-
man life is growing longer.
If we could not hope to check the
insanity, the reducing of the rate of
mortality would hardly be an tri-
umph.
Better no race at all than-.a. race of
lunatics.
But both lunacy and crime are re-
sults of disease conditions, and as
the disease conditions disappear the
others must disappear with them.
Sir James is confident that in half
a century science will be saving an-
nually too.000 lives in England alone
by means of sanitary and hygienic
measures and other methods of dis-
ease prevention
Adult people are well aware of a
-long list of once deadly diseates and
plagues that within their lifetime have
been clamped out entirely or render-
ed tractable—notably smallpox, yel-
low fever, bubonic plague, diphethe-
rIa. typhoid.
Science progresses like compound
interest. and it wonhi be a nimble
Predicts a Cuban' L.IC. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.
Failure WM
. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille;
ab Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice ma all the courts of tlet
state Both phones 31
Rooms 1, 3 and 3 Register Belle
mg, sas s-a Broadway.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ke
tucky.
DR. W. O. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone lac
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
Oic
PADUCAH,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
401 Fraternity Building
l'hone 498 Red; New Phone .
KENTUCKY
•
Dr. B. T 11811
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivera. tafl
North Fifth. Both Phones 355
11044Kitueic 4044 i. a•. lid Phone rho -
A. a DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trisaban Banding .
TEL rea
OLIVER. OLIVER & WGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES. Benton. Ky, rear haat
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room its Pratereity Betiding.
New 'Phone 114 Old 'Moot 4114
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Where the
Skin Chaps
We rconunend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream u a
never
-disappointing healing and
softening application . for
chapped or cracked akin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and akin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes.
beautifies. I>elightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin.
J. 1. Oehlscblaeger
DRUGCOIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
imagination indeed which could lure-
see the achievement in this direction
to be made in the next so years.
The concerted war on consumption,
popular education in anatomy and
hygienet, legislation promoting safety
s of employes in industry, restrictions
on child and female labor and abolo-
tion of sweatshops are only a few
of the factors that in time must bring
incalculable results in sounder life,
and therefore sweeter and saner.
A Show of Toys.
Paris is enjoying its sixth annual
eichibition of toys. This show is
comepttitive. There are prizes for
the most ingenious exhibitors. Au-
tomatic and automobile marvels are
the features of this year's show. It
is not the pleasantest fact that make-
believe instruments of war lead all
the exhibits for boys. On permanent
exhibition at the Musee de Cluny and
elsewhere in the French capital are
the playthings of kings ad aristocrats
of old. In Amsterdam are shown
great dolls dressed in Dutch cos-
tumes of different provinces. In va-
rious museums are displayed puppets
of wood and clay, animal models, pop-
guns and other toys taken from an-
cient Egyptian, Greek and Roman
tombs. And everywhere the relief
of childhood a. p3,,t agt,1 1-t v. klig ."
it are reoarded ley vissitor. with tender
interest.--New ,.York World.
+ftni-1-314•310-1.-AJ+I~3C003\1140
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P LUMBING...
team dfld Dot water ntaillj
Phone 131 20 N. iLirl
4411e41 t4440.1
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut glass.
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
Wedding and Holiday Gifts
41•11111111
JLWoIU Jeffnitor
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE titi-s RESIDENCE PHON
E pn
INDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoratios e
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MA-DR.
IT CAN BE AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW 011
TRANSOM IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AMID
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLZAILUSO
AND AGRZZABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, NATE
ROOMS AND FR ONT DOORS. IT /I ONE OP TIIW•
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF TM' DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee. 315 hay.,
Mattil, Efingera Co•
Undertakers and Embalinem
130Z5. THIRD STREPT: PADUCAlt 711°Y
E. H. PURYEAR 1
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Resistor Btrildiag
5a3 1-2 Broadway, Padecah, Ky
New 'Phone spa
SPECIALTIES:
Abeerastias of Tido%
Ineoraiee, Corporation and
sisal Estate LIMN
DK. MYER
Room asp Prateoalty Bdkhog.
Off/co 'pima Old 332 Rsoidanee
'phone old 464.
NOTICE
C. WHIN SEARS, IL
Offico 1707 Mows It.
Totopkoao 377.
Dr. Sidney &WU)
DENTIST.
•
Office over Glebe Bask and Treat.
Co.. 306 Broadway.
caomazaw..-
J. C. Floarsay 15.
FLOURNOY & RED •
LAWMEN'S
Rooms re, it and Po. Calomel 111110f
IPADUCAS, SM.
Higkost Pries: Paid for boond-Had
astVE4hvgAteFlei11/2171Eiftw Or. Childress
szios. Ovum Sumet: OM Phew
THROAT
r. 1m Fransiola
I MOWN° WAGON TN COWNIC. CAlandosimmaislaagl kace.pheatation.seursit 4 ..24.3 sae 111
TICK
EYE, EAR, NOSE 4ND
5.
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DOWN TO THE EMIDENCE AT
LAST IN LIHTFOOT CASE!
LinuTip II:sztosANFTOP RRTOHTMOHIMES IANLS:
..40IVE HIS EVIDENC
E WHE
WEEK—UNUSUALLY 
TTE
P°TOOTTRFE
PADUCAH.
Work of taking testimony 
hasv tt
last started in the Win. Li
ghtfoot,
(colored), murder charge at Me
mphis,
R PERMITTED TO LEAVE MEM-
TURN TO THAT CITY A
NL)
N TELEGRAPHED FOR THIS
R LITIGATION GOING ON
A NEGRO ARRESTED HERE IN
depot waiting for his outbound train.
The sheriff started to serve the docu-
ment, but Lieutenant Potter informed
Babies Slain in Hospital
nig of the State Conference of Cha
r-
ities yesterday an address by t
he
Rev. Charles Virden on phases 
of
the child problem caused a sens
ation.
He said theer are "baby farina" 
and
lying-in hospitals where infants 
are
even killed and their bodies co
nsum
ed in quicklime. "The prop
rietors
of these places," said Mr. Virden, "u
s-
ually get about $35 from the parents
of the child left in their care."
Mr. Virden refused to give t
he
Chicago, (jct. 27.—During the meet- aame
s or locations of any places
where criminal practices are in vogue.
He asked for a larger appropiation
ode to carry on his investigatious
:'toe thoroughly.
Mr. Virden severely criticised the
Chicago Police Department, charg-
ing that boys seven ad eight year:
af age were frequently arrested, put
in polic cells and kept there for days,
when they should be brought before
*the juvenile court or sent to the
state detention home.
the other that it was absolutely neces-1 
i
but it is progressing so slow
ly that sary for 'him to come to his
lieutenant Thomas Potter of this hom
e in this city. On promising to
+
, 
4.
city, returned borne yesterda
y morn- go back whenever telegraphed for,
ing, because he did not desire 
to wait Mr. Potter was permitted to come
 '''' CHARAC
TER THE FOUN-
the several days it will take 
to get honie. He will now go back some
 
+ DATION OF SUCCE
SS.
to him for his evidence. He ret
urned day this week. He and City Jailer 
11.
yesterday morning at 5 o'clock, t
he Evitts have already made several trip
s + 4.- ÷
passenger train due in here at 140 dow
n these to testify, but the case (Written 
for the Register
o'clock being several hours late 
en is long drawn out and they had t
o
account of a landsliele just outside of return, it be
ing days before they
Memphis. could be 
gotten to. It took three
lieutenant Potter had to put up weeks to 
make up the jury, 1,500
some good talk to get to come 
biek people being summoned, and all 
but
home, an attachment being gotte
n out twelve had an opinion in the 
case.
against him.
day night to
that Friday
only bee=
He went down Thurs- This twelve forme
d the jury at last
give evidence, but found and it will no
w take two weeks to
morning the lawyers had finish the evidenc
e and arguments.
to state the case to the Thousands of 
dollars are being spent
Jury. They did not finish thi
s until by relatives of Lightfoot in his 
be-
late that afternoon, and on
ly one half, his case having gone to th
e
witness was put on the stand b
y ad- supreme court twice and been a
s often
nutriment time. As court alw
ays ad-
journs at noon Saturday. the Lieuten-
a et informed the Memphis 
authorities
ascended coming home yester
day
%seeing without giving his 
teal-
14 a., as it will talc, a day or 
two
mor week to wet to him, the 
ease
yet this bitterly fought. His evi-
ls being et. .‘portant, an attachment
deuce being .Sum to compel the
was issued for
beeteaant to remain
- 
there, and put in
hands of the sheriff t.
'ss serve on the
Paducah officer. %.1io 
foul '41 him at the
reversed. Twice in the lower cou
rt he
was sentenced to be hanged.
Lightfoot' is accused of murde
ring
Roy Sloane, white, near Woo
dstock,
Tenn, w-bile both were on a f
reight
train bound for Paducah, wher
e the
negro was afterwards caug
ht The
greatest legal talent in Ten .
 is
lined up on either side, and it is recog-
nized as the bitterest case pros
ecuted
for years, the relatives of L
ightfoot
being well supplied with mone
y tO1
put up a strong battle
Ran Against 
ELECTED HUED
Daughters Corpse i
in the Dark.'
HARROWING DISCOVER
Y OP
JEFFERSON COUNTY FA
RM-
ER—GIRL HAD SUICIDED.
Lotusville, Ky., Oct .ta —Miss
heattie Yeager, daughter of 
Reber:
Yeager. farmer on the Pope 
Lick
road, near Fisherville, committed 
sui-
cide by hanging herself at her
 home
late yesterday afternoon. The 
body
was found by Mr Yeager at 7 de
l.
last night, on his return t-we his home
from Lotnsvilh• it Was suspended
fronl a trace'cbain atlin:hed 
to the
cross-head of a door between two
rooms Rigor mortis had set it and
death had Probably occurred several
hours before 'idiss Yeager was
seventeen year'
turned chair 
• of age An over-
was found under Miss
Yeager's s.
Witherb, u
pended body. Dr. S 0
an a' 
A, of Anchorage, who 
held
ner 
.siination at the request of 
Cor-
tr Harris K
elly, rendered a verdict
1 this effect
Under pretext of wishing
 to have
hie meal prepared for him 
on his re-
turn home, Miss Mattie 
'Yeager pre-
vailed on her father yester
day after-
noon to allow her to stay h
ome while
he came to Louisville with 
his other
two daughters. Misses 
Pearl and
Myrtle Yeager. His dau
ghters went
to the home of an uncle
 nearby on
their return to Fisherville 
and Mr.
Yeager returned home a
lone. He
found the house darkened an
d groped
his way into it, as he d
id not have a
match. As he stumbled 
through the
doorway between the dinin
groom and
kitchen, he came in contact 
with his
daughter's body. After 
taking it
dawn, Mr.,Yeager hurr
iedly tele-
phoned for Dr. Witherbee. 
Death, he
said, bad occurred at leas
t three hours
before.
Miss Yeager's mother 
has been art
inmate of the Central 
Kentucky Asy-
IMO for the Insane for 
the last twelve
years, and of late Miss 
Yeager had
shown e5imptoms of faili
ng mentality.
Long spells of silence ha
d been at-
tributed to melancholia by
 her father
and sieters.
Opening Up a Wild.
The Canadian government 
lias open
ed a pack trail from F
ort St. John
to Teslin lake, Yukon. a 
distance of
atout 150 miles. The tr
ail was be
gun last fall and is to be
 completed
this year. It is wide enou
gh to be
rrade into a wagon road al
ter, boggy
'rd soft pi:tees are to be 
bushed and
the trail clearly marked so
 that any
0.1.veler can follow it withou
t a guide.
In open country large
 posts are
piaced at intervals of 
two miles,
v-ith the distance in miles fr
om Von
S'. John burned in. Rest ho
uses, ten
.ty twelve feet high, with mud
 roofs
• are to be built eve. y thirt
y miles, of
at the most convenient places
 for
camping, with mood and mater
 near
it ItatO .•
Time for Change.
The rest of the nation will have
 to
-modify its opinion of Kentucky, 
hete-
t tofore supposed to be satura
ted all
the time, but which is really -fi
ve-
sixths "dry."—Spokane Spokesman..
Review.
•
Bangs.
Bangs! Oh, fudge, they're coming
back in style. Later on in the win-
ter every woman will be wearing
bangs, the hair artists say—that's the
latest tip from Paris Women who
object to bobbing off their tresses in
front to look like Queen Alexandra
of England can buy front curls, al-
ready arranged, at the hair stores.
The new "bang" is not to be the
"saucer" variety, less the mode
affected by school girls some twent
y
I
worn merely at each temple.
years ago. They are not to be
straight, but softly curled, and if un-
becoming across the forehead can he
I guard lest in the great whirlp
ool of ed he can look ba
ck upon a life well
i life he be swept in
to the awful vor- 
spent and enjoy the gratitude of a
tear 
grateful people. W. H. S.
. 
+ youth of the land as objects of in-
spiration and examples worthy of im-
itation; many of these men who but
4. yesterday enjoyed the love and ad-
miration of their fellow-men, who en-
+ toyed the unlimited confidence of
their associates, have gone down,
stripped of every vest* of honor
Character, the 
and respect. There con be but one
vitanzingi 
..T. ,is what we arerest m i ccomplie idsg. cause for this sudden and marvelous
change—the lack of character.
self-saving ana communit
y-saving
force, which one must po p
ossess in Areie n t t ohese  im porbejaese t 
upon
lessons  
us 
andnot souutr-
addition to heredity and envi
ronment 
fic
r, tiv Nance.
often in spite of them, before 
he may children that the only
 achievements
worth while are those founded upon ' /
become a solvent factor in the 
prob-
character?
lem of life. A stagnant pool, 
a el-s
mill race, or a cinder, is not a 
more There never was a greater
 demand
forceless thing than a ch
aracterless for character than na
w, Our people
a
man." The success of any 
individualre being aoused as they have never
or nation is dependent upon 
charac- been before. This wave of ref
orm that
ter. 
. is sweeping over our land is work- ...., te Ambulance for si
ck and injured on."
Office and reffidenoe 213 s
outh 3rd Street
ISSSISE: SMISSWIMMINISEINIINISIENIIIUS
IXISOURSOSOMMISOWW2=titittOM=
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONES
T
PAWN BROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY.
 MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES. 
..trt
I. COHEN
toff SOUTH SECOND.
11111111:12=tesette= 
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
 DENTIST.
Graduate from Alfortvilk Veterinary s
chool (Paris. Prata.e-s)
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit D
ental college. Charter member off
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Wi
ll treat scientifically with the
latest improved Instruments and tip to date
 treatment all diseases et
domesticated aninssit.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTEND
ED NIGHT AND DAY
Offices Thompson Transfer Cu., B
oth 'phones ay.
IN A MINUTE .1
Pulaski, feats., act. aa—Col
- Sol- 
.
on Eldridlte Rose, who occupi
es ..hg
singular distinction of having
 been
elected United „States senator 
for the
space of about a minute, is on
e of
the most familiar figures of the
 his-
toric town of Pulaski. This,
 howev-
er, is not the only thing whic
h !IA_
titles Col. Rose to a place in •;ne 1.011
of prominent Tennessiae
true type of the Ole - 
..111. He is
man and even
. with ea
oheut
w
h
e
e
ig
rn
ht
ge
o
n
f
tlses-
years he
er• 
stIn possesses that 
courteous
-.antler characteristic of th
e Southern
civil 'it.
He has from his earli
est youth oce
enpied a leading position i
n public af-
fairs and perhaps few m
en are more
respected in their 
community or
shown more distinguished
 considera-
tion than Col Rose. T
he story of his
election to the United 
States senate
has often been told, bu
t it will ever
remain an interesting 
page in the
state's history.
This W3s in the memorable
 session
of the i:e1 legislature of 
which Col.
Rose was a member, and 
whicb was
called upon to elect a senat
or to sue- I
ceed Hon J. E. Bailey, 
who had.
served four years as the 
appointed
successor of Hon. Andrew 
Johnson.'
The Democrats on joint ballot ha
d a,
majority of members but the canva
Ss
was so evenly diveded betwee
n candi-
dates that it was impossibl
e to con-
solidate on any one man and a
 dead-
lock lasting a number -; day
s result-
ed. Finally Col. Rose, 
one of the
leading candidates, received
 a few
votes over the requisite numb
er nec-
essary to elect, but before th
e result
could be announced the 
Republicans
inaugurated a stampede by 
changing
'From their lawn candidate 
and voting
far Judge nowell E. Ja
ckson. The
latter's advocates took adv
antage of
the opening and began to
 change
from Col. Rose to Judge 
Jackson and
he was elected.
Col. Rose was born in Giles c
ounty,
Tennessee, in 18t8, and when 18
 years
of age enlisted in the Flori
da war
and was in the battles of the 
Withla-
coochla, Panasoplica and 
Wahoo
Swamps, where, in the latter,
 he at-
tracted the attention of Gov. Ca
ll and
Col. Bradford by his dash and i
n lead-
ing the charge. On this occas
ion Gov.
Call said to him: "You have 
won the
golden spurs," and Col. 
Bradford's
praise was as follows: "I 
have a
beautiful daughter who is your
 prize
It is not in porevty alone that 
the
severest tests of character ar
e ap-
plied. It is in times of great pro
sper-
ity that the great temptations 
come
to try men's souls. Truly d
id one of
the'seven wise men of Greece say
centeiet •g0, "The pos
session of
power will bring 
out the man." Car-
lyle says with as 
much truth, -Ad-
versity is toutetime
s bard upon a
m an, but for one man 
who can stand
sperity there are a hundr
ed that
irittigil stand adversity. 
Recent investi-
gations in our own coun
try reveals
the truth of these stat
ements. But
he who comes through with
 a clear
record wins not only the 
respect and
confidence of his fellows, bu
t the ad-
miration of those who come 
after him.,
The most valuable asset in 
any vo-
cation is character, an in
vestment in
character is always at par,
 always
yields the highest rate of in
terest in
the end, and is always in 
demand.
Riches may be swept away in 
a mo-
ment's time. Reputation may 
be lost
and itientls may desert, but 
charac-
ter remains untarnished and 
places
the feet of those who possess 
it firm-
ly upon the rock in the midst
 of the
ruins.
Character Is not genitie; it is 
not
power. These come only to 
the fa-
vored few. But character may be 
pos-
sessed by all. Like the di
amond. ;t
sparkles with the same bril
liancy and
sheds the same lustre upon the 
rich or
poor. Of the countless millions 
that
have lived, only a few names 
have
'been placed in the galaxy of 
the truly
great. It is not that there h
ave not
' been rnen of power and g
enius, His-
tory records in the most 
glowing
terms the great achievements 
of ge-
nius upon the battlefield, in 
science
and art, in literature, in 
statesman-
ship. But we ask why are t
here not
more great man in this long 
list of
illustrious names? Back acros
s the
ages comes the impressive 
answer,
thougth a sad commentary upon 
man's
virtnes. yet full of meaning to 
us and
to those who are to come af
ter us,
only a few have had the characte
r to
make them truly great. Sad but tr
ue.
Many of the world's most pow
erful
and most learned men are now h
eld
in contempt. Riches and power 
are
Flags for Our Fighters.
Little known to the outside w
orld
there is, in the tBrooklyn navy 
yard, a
Ifictursque and interesting depa
rtment
in which many skilled neesile
women
are kept constantly at work—n
ame-
ly, the naval fiagmaking establ
ish-
ment. To supply 'the h
undreds of
veasels ranging from the great bat
-
tliahips down to the 'tiny launc
hes
ith Their prescribed quota Of bunt-
requires the constant inatinfa..-
tare of ninny thousands of flags. 
To
eta out. sew and complete them. 
Un-
cle Sam maintains an eetentive 
plant
going at full blast all the yeas- 
round,
and, employing needlewomen an
d a
few men. ThiS department costs 
the
government $.6o.000 a year, the larg-
est proportion of that amount b
eing
for materials. Each ship in the 
navy
has to have :so flags, and they 
re
eeive :t complete new set, valued 
at
$25oo, every three vears.—Technical
World.
In this the most marvelous ag
e of
the world and in this most fav
ored na-
tion, with its unlimited oppor
tunities,
the most inviting fields are o
pen to
all kinds of endeavor. The y
oung
man full of hope and ambition 
start-
ing out upon his career most 
deter-
mine for himself what vocation 
he
will follow and how he wi
ll follow
it; whether honesty or dishone
sty.
The latter question is riot 
e --'t
` • the average young am
at least it should not be. hut 
c:t 4
the man of the strongest dete
rmina-
tions mus tbe continually o
n his
very useful and very desirable, 
but
without a strong character to pr
oper-
ly use them they often bring cu
rses
instead of blessings. Bacon was
 s
man of great intellectual ach
ieve-
ments and power, but because 
he
lacked character his name mutat 
bear
this stigma for all tittle. Aaron 
Burr
rose to the great height of politi
cal
pawer until the presidency of th
e
United States was almost within h
is
grasp, but his lack of character 
has C
oncerning Insomnia.
Wihen you Are ton tired to sleep.
forever branded him a traito- which is the most distressing of the
many forms of sleeplessness, a cold
spongy. bath will often stimulateyou
recent investigation been object les- 
just enough to let you fall asleep nat-
sons to show the great necessity of 
orally.
a strong character in every station of 
ifOr, your sleeplessness is caused
b
lift? Corruption in high places start-
thoughts crowding in upon you
ling the world in magnitcre and dar
- thi
y. 
ck and fast—more so as you .strug-
ing is being brought to light day af-
gle against them—try putting your
ter day. Men who occupied positions 
feet in hot water and keeping them
of honor and trust yesterday are to-
there for full ten minutes 
By that time you will be relaxed
day arraigned before the bar of ..jus-
tice for the betrayal of the great tust
and able to "turn off your think,"
committed to their care. From every 
which is the pleasant- prelude to
quarter comes the demand in no tin- sl
eep'
cetam tones of an outraged public
that these met must pay the pealty 
Codfish are sold in Nomay by
count, regardless of size, which Va-
nes greatly. Salt is considered the
only desirable preservotive but many
are air dried and are known as stock 
delivered.
fish. 
The Regiater,
mg a mighty influence upon all class-
es of men. It is not temporary, as
some have imagined; it has come to
Way. Our people are not only de-
manding better service, but they are
also demanding that those who AU
public offices must have something
more than party affiliation—they
must have clean records. Men of
character are in greater demand in
private enterprises. Our great indus-
trial interests are detnanding men
whom they can trust. The man of
the future sell be the man of char-
acter and when his life's work is end-
A Hymn in Thirty Minutes.
From "Wisconsin in Three Centur-
ies," the Youth's companion quotes
the ((Mowing account of the birth of
a song of national circulation. "In
the Sweet By and By," written by S.
Fillmore Bennett, was the product of
a few moments' labor in a country
Store, says the Companion, which
thert quotes from the book mention-
ed:
It was about the time for closing
business in the evening when J P.
Webster, whose melodies have made
Wisconsin famous, came into the
store, feeling somewhat depressed.
I said to Webster, "What is the
matter now?'
He replied: "It is no matter; it will
be all right by and by."
The idea of the hymn came to me
like a flash of sunshine, and I replied:
"The sweet by and by. Why would
not that make a good hymn?"
"Maybe it would," he said indiffer-
ently.
then turned to my desk and pen-
ned the hymn as fast as I could write.
I 'handed it to Mr. Webster. As he
read it his eyes kindled and his whole
demeanor changed. Stepping to the
desk he began writing the notes in-
stantly
In a few moment- he requested Mr.
Bright to hand him his violin, and
he played with little hesitation the
beautiful melody from the notes. A
few moments later he lad jotted
down the notes for the different parts
and th chorus
1 do not think it was more than
thirty minutes from the time I took
my pencil to write the words before
the hymn ind the notes had all been
completed, and four of us were sing-
ing it exactly ae it appeared in the
"Signet Ring" a few days later, and
as it has been sung the world over
ever since.
Is this not an opportune time 
to
sound the note of warning to t
he
youth of our own land? Have not
day were the subjects of newspaper
and magazine articles on account of
their great success and influence and
whose career' were held up to the
Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUI NANCE& SON
UNDBRTAFBES AND F
lfBALMERS
13%Orc. IOW 33 lid 699 Open Day an
d Nit
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Heibe Power Motor.
a Her.. Power Motor.
a 5.4 Horse !pewee Motor
Ewe. Power Motor,
a se Home Power Motor.
a sos Light Dycamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
large.. OMR ?surd! Weft.
Abram L. Well de
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, :Life. Liabilit
y. Steam .Builer-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 30o. 
- c ", Residence 
Phone 7aó
Paducah Transfer Company
(Ineor porated)
GENERAL CARTAGE 
BUSINE_IE_
SUPERIOR FACILITIES
 FOR HANDLING 
FREIGHT, MACHIN.
EWE AND HOUSEH
OLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND
 MO?' ROE. BOTH 
PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. 
suer
INSUILlE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
OM* 106 ta-oadway
Phones:Otfice 385—Residence
 1691i
EDGAR W. WHITTEMOR&
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAH REAL 
vasmari KirrrucKY PARINI, S
AW
NOITMLY PAVIIIMIrt LOT
S POR itevarruircr. varrinu
e
" saIRTOCKT REAL TAT
E JOURNAL AND PREZ LA
T
NUB TO EVIIRYBODY. W
ED "OR IT.
W. WIIIITTIEbtOMAL 
Python". ao
10c Per week
deal. cm.
•-••••••••••••••••••••••#•#••••••■• •10#1•0 44.44-1"1 4"1 1"6".•
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LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Incorporated. NOW
Ycllow U Gum M Ash ,B
 Maple E
 Oak
Pine Poplar Beech Walnut Elm
Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH 4N1) OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND— OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
ANDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZOR. THE NEWEST THING IN
likFETIES. TR YONE 30 DAYS-11, 0NEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
VIED.
MTHERSONS DRUG STORE
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOURTH and BROADWAY
RIVER. NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo, i3.9, falling.
Chattanooga, 6.o, falling.
Cincinnati, 16.5, falling.
Evansville, 11.3. rising.
Florence, 53. falling.
Johnsonville, .8 4, rising
Louisville, 6.o, falling
Mt. Carmel. 1.3, falling.
Nashville, 92, falling.
Pittsburg, 5.8, rising.
Davis Island Dam. 5.5. rising
St. Louis, 6.o, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 9.2, rising
Burnside, to, falling.
Carthage, 3.1, falling.
Paducah, 8.7, falling.
The steamer Kentucky skipped out
ye-sterday for the Tennessee river.
She comes back next Thursday night.
Today the Buttorff will come in
from Nashville and lay until moon to-
morrow before departing for Clarks
vine.
The Dick Fowler came back from
4.:airo last night and lays until 8
o'clock tomorrow morning before
skipping out on hq return trip.
-.The Heary Harley went to Evans-
eJle yesterday and comes back next
Tuesday to this city.
The Reuben Dunbar gets here to-
day from Evansville and lays until
to o'clock tomorrow morning before
skipping out on her return that way.
The steamer Clyde will come out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
right and lay until 5 o'clock Wednes-
day aiternoon before getting out on
her return that way.
The Georgia Lee went down yester 1
ciay en route to Memphis from Cm- !
tinned. She arrives at the former
city next Monday and leaves there
Tuesday on her return this way.
The City of Saltillo went into tic
Tennessee river yesterday from St
Louis. She comes out again Tuesday
night or Weihneallay on her return
trip.
The little gasoline steamer, Sun-
flower with a barge of freight for
Obrians landing and way landings.
Which ran aground day' before yes-
• terday on the bar on the Kentucky
sid.e of the river just south of Cairo
wilis pulled off the bar by one of the
tugs, but slse was found to be leaking
badly and will be patched., up before
continuing south.
HOUSEHOLD
MEDICINES.
The following is a list
of simple safe remedies, very
often needed to overcome
the little ills that occur in
every holisehold.
Spirits of Camphor for
cold in the head.
Tincture of Arnica for
sprains and brurses.
Water of Anionia, for
sting and hit of insects.
Aromatic Spirits of Amon.
as a stimulant in sick
headache and fainting.
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
dressing for burns.
Essence of (Nagar, for
colic.
Emmet tiff Peppermint
for sick stomach vomit-
ing.
Carbolated Vaseline, is the
best healing salve.
R. W. W VIAER
DIVOGISTE.
FINIt and treadway.
Beet Phones rIS
NIGHT TENDER
AT CROSSING
GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN
PASSED MATTER TO
SUPT. EGAN.
TWO NIGHT WATCHMEN
NOW BEIN6 EMPLOYED
ANNUAL INSPECTION TRAIN
EXPECTED TO ARRIVE
HERE THIS WEEK.
Mr. Harry Meyers Has Floielied
Making Quarterly Inspection of
Timepieces—Railroad News.
General Agent John T Donovan of
the Illinois Central railroad yesterday
said he had referred to Superintend-
ent Egan of the Louisville division
the question of Mayor Yeiser request-
ing the road to put a wathmas both
day and night at the crossings
Mr. Donovan has had watchmen
stationed both day and night at the
Eleventh and Broadway, and West
Tennessee street crossings, as re-
quested by the municipal authorities,
and now that the mayor wants one
at Eleventh and Jefferson of night
also, Mr. Donovan has referred the
proposition to the division superin-
tendent, who.is the only one author-
ized to make the appointment The
mayor made this request after sev-
eral accidents had happened recently
at the Eleventh and Jefferson cross-
ing.
, •
Anneal Inspection Train.
Sometime this week there will at
rive in this city the annual inspection
train that left Chicago last week.
with al the dvision superin-
tendents, roadmasters and supervis-
ors. They are going over every divi-
sion of the entire system, and have
several higher officials aboard with
them. This trip is made yearly in
I order that all can see the condition of
each division and outline their
recommendations for improvements
to he effected during the coming year.
DICK FOWLMR VIR I UALLY. Center Fire.
' YesterAt morntng at 3 o'clock at
LaCentee.4bwn the Cairo diWON SUIT FILED BY NEGROES tie Illinois Central, fire destroyedvision of•
JUDGE GAVE PEREMPTORY IN ONE ACTION. WHILE THE DE.
MURRER OF STEAMBOAT OWNERS WAS SUSTAINED IN
ANOTHER ACTION, BUT PLAINTIFF GIVEN LEAVE TO
AMEND HIS DOCUMENT—ALBERT ROGERS ALLOWED TO
GIVE BOND YESTERDAY BY JUDGE REEL)—ONLY UNSE.-
CURED CLAIMS HAVE SAY AS REGARDS SELECTING A
TRUSTEE.
Last ;light Mr. Saunders Fowler
acd his attorney, Hon. E. W. Bagby
returned from Cairo where they vr-
txilly won the cuts filed against the
steamer Dick Fowler by "Rev.'
Kroules Wm. Cook and four other
negroes. The actions were institut
ea by the darkies because they were
rot prmitted to ride in the cabin re-
served for the white passengers
atoard the steamer Dick Fowler.
The negroes had come horn Caro
to Metropolis and wanted to ride *en
tte white cabin but this was refused,
and they went to the darkies' cabin
atove. On their way back from
tropolis to Cairo they protested at be-
ing put in the colored cabin, claiming
that as they pad full fare they'were
entitled to ride in the main cabin with
the whites. The captain refused this,
telling the darkies they would be pit
o`f before permitted to mingle with
the whites. The negroes got off near
leppa before they would ride outs hs
the white cabin. The six then each
brought suit for $3,0oo on the ground
they could not be discriminated
against, but sho,uld be treated just
like the white people. Friday the
"Rev" Knowles case was the first
our taken up.'and the judge gave per-
emptory instructions to find for the
steamboat owners, thereby virtually
ti' owing the case out of court. Yester
day the suit of Wm. Cook was then
picked out of the other four and made
a test case. The steamboat' line enter-
ed a demurrer to the petition on the
ground there was no cause for ac-
tion. Judge Butler sustained the de-
murrer, but allowed the negroet to
?mend their petition by November
7th. In his remarks though he said
tl-e state court had no jurisdicvon,
ard that if he let his jury give dam-
ages for the darkies and it was taken
to the appellate bench of the state he
would be the laughing stock of the
indica! court. His remarks indicated
_
Watch Inspection.
Mr. Harry Meyers, the official
watch inspector for the surrounding
district for the Illinois Central rail-
road, yesterday completed his quart-
erly examination of the tickers used
by railroad men. He went from here
I to Golconda, Carbondale, Cairo, Ful-
ton and then to Central City, inspect-
ing the watch of every employe sta-
tioned between this city and these
out-of-town points upon the respec-
tive divisions. His inspections also
include all the train men, his duties
being to see that their timepieces are
well regulated and in proper shape.
This avoids wrecks and other ac-
cidents
Trainmen Changes.
Flagman Cooper, who has been
running out of here with Conductor
Hoover on tint passenger run by way
of Brookport, has been transferred to
the Johnson City local, while Flag-
man Simpkin. has been transferred to
Cooper's run. leaving Conductor
Blaney' s train on sv'hkh goes Flagman
Hammer.
Mitered Cole Business.
"Goat" Bryant. who for year.
Office iintiMirator 2nd &PM° •
ran as baggageman into this city on
the passenger run coming in at
o'clock each afternoon from St- Lou's-
and Centralia, Ill., has entered tne
restaurant and cafe business at Cen-
tralia. He resigned his place as
baggageman some months ago, and
last week was in St. Louis buying his
equipment for the cafe, which will be
a swell affair.
Investigate L C.
Louisville dispatches yesterday
said, regarding the interstate com-
n_cree comMission meeting there:
"It is not likely that -there will be
another session of the commission in
this city, but it was stated yesterday
at tre close of the investigation of the
I.. and N. that the alleged holdings
of coal and oil lands in Kentucky by
the Illinois Cestral railroad will prob-
i,bly be investigated at Chicago. Mr.
Stuyvesant Fish, president of the ll-
Lnois Central was subpoenaed to ap-
pear before the commission here, but
notified the body yesterday that all
he could say in the matter, was all
in the rands of the commission al-
ready, having been taken at Washing-
ton several months ago.
"Subpoenas were issued yesterday
I., would not let the cases be tried in
hhi court. They ,s no doubt but
what the steamer will win and this
will settle forever the contention of
any darky to ride with the white pas-
singers, particularly as the colored
c-bin is comfortably furnished.
The. negro plaintiffs are represent-
ed by Attorney Frank Lucas, wh te,
ard James Eggester, a negro lawyeh
both of this city.
Released On Bood.
Albert Rogers was yesterday allow-
ed to give bond in $3oo by Judge
Reed in the circuit court here. He is
charged with grand larceny.
--
Unsecured Claims.
Next Thursday Referee Bagby of
the bankrupt court calls the E. Rer
kopf Saddlery Company proceedings
for the purpose of having a. trustee
selected to take charge of the prop-
erty while the business is be na
wound up. Only those creditors with
unsecured claims have any say in the
matter as to who shall be the trustee.
Recover Property.
I.. Barry yesterday in the circuit
court filed a suit against Constable
A. C. Shelton and W. S. Pierson for
recovery of $470 worth of household
hold goods, and $50 damages. Fri-
day P erson took out a distress war-
rant for $47 claimed due him for rent
of the home occupied by Barry and
which home is owned by Pierson. The
latter attached hoJsehold goods. and
Barry sues to recover and also for
damages.
Petition In Bankruptcy.
Lee Roy Payne farmer of Graves
unty, filed a petition in bankruptcy
yesterday, giving hats lities amounting
ji.no and no assets. The only
Paducah creditor is the H. C. (Docl
.Allison estate, which is due Sam
tht residence of JrN Edward Halt,
and also that of his brother-in law.
Mr. Vernon Merriweather, who lived
uext doer.
The blaie,started in the Hall home,
and the occupants awoke just in time
he escape with their lives, but all the
furniture was destroyed. The flan',
had leaped to the Merriweather her:
I end Mr. Hill awoke the inmates there
in time to savc most of the house-
hold effects. Urs. Mollie Anderson
lives in the next res dence which also
ignited several times but was re-
pe.ated1p4xtsisigthshed by the volun•
teer hriatiede which emptied every
well and 'cistern in the village com-
bating the flames. The Merriweather
and Hatt homes were worth about
Vino each, and the contents about the
same amount.
Bethh .1 penny given with a smile
thins a dollar triven with a frown.
WARNING.
I COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO
'CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER
rST. DON7 TAKE CHANCES ON
DEALERS WHO Akd COM-
PLAINING OF THEIst MINES
INABILITY TO SHIP THEM
COAL PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH BRADLEY Bk0S. AND
REST EASY KNOWING YOUR
ORDER WILL NE FILi.ED
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
COAL BROUGHT TO THE MAR.
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINKS ARE
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP lac. EGO rec. NUT TIC
PER BUSHEL
fen Milton H. Smith, president of the
I, & N. rlailroad; A. R. Smith, third
ssce president of the N. & N.; B I
Starks, general ntans,gcr of the!
road and Charles A Lutz, zuditor of'
the company. The subpoena server
called at the ()aces too early .n the
day to find the infidels in and the
commission, ratter nee hold over for
'mother day, decided to else the in-
vestigatin without their"
Plant fall bulbs now for spring
flowers, we have all kinds.
C. L BRUNSON & CO. em Wway.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH. Jr. ITR Fratern-
ity building.
PHONE 13g BRADLEY BROS
•
+ + + + + + + + .1 +
POPULAR WANTS. •
•
• 4, 4, • • 4, • • + 0 +
WANTED.—Good man in cult
county to represent and advertise es-
tblished bus ness house; permanent
position; solary Salo° weekle; ex-
penses advanced. Address lib E.s
E". SheYe Chicago
- — 
-
WANTED—Reliable man for Cen-
trel. Ky. Old relrible firm. Salary
and expenses advanced. Good open-
ing and chance for advancement.
v i le at once J. E. Meltrady & Co.,
!-.icsgo.
FOR RENT—One apartmeat in
''Sans Sow:" apartments. 3o8 North
'ream H. ate I %1 E. Coritrai.
FOR RENT—One room • •ser
Walkers drug 
-tflee—Alto business
brow 21,(90 on 'Med street between
Broadway and Kentucky. Apply to
D. A. YEISER.
WANTED—To
shoes. large sires
Kentucky Ave.
107 Second hued
T. B. Jones, ass
WANTED FO R U. S. AIM Y—
ikhle-hodied immerried mtvi Arts. van
tiles of at and 35; citizens of United
States. ,f good character an temps-
r..ie habits. who can speak, read and
write English for information ap-
t'', to Reereitinu Officer, New loch-
. nn ;tons,- Parbieah KV
Just received, World's Fair prize
mixture, lawn grass %red, nor eed.
C. L BRUNSON & CO cm Sway.
Brother McClellan promised that
th• would not vacate the mayor's
chair to run for governor. He's kept
it.—Judge.
Largest, Best and biggest Selling
Copright Novels of the Day
Rezanov, by Gertrude Atherton Barr. This is the biggest selling
The most Powerful novel of this book in the United States today.talented author.
Defence, Benson. Tliis The Lady Evelyn, by Max Pem-Honarked 
bet-ton. Here is a problem. Everyis Benson's latest and greateet
work, girl hopes to have one like it to
Doc Gordon, by Mary ff.. vra- solva
bins—Freeman. Far and away the A Rock in the- Baltic, 17
the best boob written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
popular author. story of love, romance and ad-
The Man Between, by Amelia venture.
These are beautiful books, illustrated in color, rookies di.so
MOMS* and our special price is only soc Sold only by as at
thin price. We receive all the new books as sonn as they are
mddished and we cut pekes on all boob&
a!i.Wilson at Ilarboir's Departiteat Store
At the present autumn conference I
of the Association of Chambers of
Commerce, attended by 200 represen •-
tatives from all parts of the kingdom,
it was agreed that the general pros- M'CRA.CEEN REAL ESTATE 8L MORTGAGE CO.
verity of Great Britain is very great, INCORPORATED.
more prosperous than for twenty-
and that some Important industries
are 
/
Lliard D. Benders, Pre& soli /IV- 4bosse OS.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
lvi yestri.
Quit paying rent Let as WU the house: yes per fee it as you
pay tent Vacant left in all parts of the city. Mee lots on use
proposed car extmasien en Broad to anion dopes mid en Alien
streets from Sp toOise each. Buy now on installment psalm
while cheep. Yds is the highest gr0111111 in the city. Property is
anveneing
Dons Wait
TOO LONG COAL
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES MORS YOU BUY
West Kentucky.Coall Co..
iticothrbitAdrts.
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